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100 Days of Educational Neuroscience 
Scope and Sequence 

Teachers can use the 100 days of educational neuroscience to strategically implement lessons in the classroom. Use 2-3 lessons a week to discuss and 
reflect with students for five to ten minutes. The lessons are laid out in a manner that builds on previous understanding and knowledge. The guiding 
questions, strategies, and resources are intended to be a guide. The hope is that each teacher will bring a personal touch to each conversation, each year 
with uniquely different groups of students.  

Teaching Brain Aligned Content for Engagement, Relationship, and Regulation 
Day 1: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the brain 
like? 

Strategies/Activity 
Create brain storm lists in small groups so 
students can work together with guessing 
what the brain is like. After some guessing 
and wondering, provide them with a few 
objects like a three-pound weight, tofu, 
Jello, a jug of water and/or some type of fat. 
Discuss how the brain shares many of the 
characteristics from the objects.  
To Do:  Create the brain is like statements.  
The brain is like… 

Resources 
https://www.coolkidfacts.com/facts-about-the-brain-for-kids/ 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/humanbody/brain.html 

https://www.healthline.com/health/fun-facts-about-the-brain 

Day 2: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the brain 
like? 

Strategies/Activity 
Watch and then discuss and reflect on video. 

Resources 
Elementary: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nH4MRvO-10 

Secondary: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSzsI5aGcK4 

Day 3: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the brain 
like? 

Strategies/Activity 
Read aloud and engage in discussion, 
questioning, wondering, all while adding new 
background understanding to learning.  

Resources 
Elementary: 
Book: The Fantastic Elastic Brain, By: JoAnn Deak, Ph.D. 
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To Do: Divide book into two day read aloud. 
Choose intentional stopping points for 
emphasis. Secondary: 

The Brain By: Seymour Simon 

Day 4: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question:
What is the brain 
like? 

Strategies/Activity 
Read Aloud and engage in discussion, 
questioning, wondering, all while adding 
new background understanding to learning. 

To Do: Complete book in read aloud today. 

Resources 
Elementary: 
Book: The Fantastic Elastic Brain, By: JoAnn Deak, Ph.D. 

Secondary: 
The Brain By: Seymour Simon 

Day 5: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the brain 
like? 

Strategies/Activity 
Pass out brain shaped papers for exit slips 
as students write out or draw what they 
have done over the past 24 hours and what 
part of the brain did this occur or impact? 
To Do: Post student responses to exit slip. 

Resources 

Day 6: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What do you know 
about the brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Pre-Assessment: Brain Jeopardy Online Activity 
Complete the activity whole group and discuss 
as you work through the questions. At the end, 
note your score for later comparison to post 
assessment. 

Resources 
Brain Jeopardy 
https://jeopardylabs.com/play/brain-aligned-teaching7 

Day 7: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What do you know 
about the brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
View Hand Model of the Brain video and 
discuss. Practice creating and identifying parts 
of the brain with hand models. Remember to 
use partner’s names at the beginning and end of 
the activity/share. How could using this hand 
model be helpful to individuals, whole group, 
and in other environments? 

Resources 
Hand Model of the Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5CpRY9-MIHA 
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To Do: Create an anchor chart identifying 
amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and hippocampus. 
Teachers and students can begin to create a 
Brain Area in the classroom where findings and 
questions are posted. 

Day 8: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What does the 
brain control? 

Strategies/Activity 
Watch and discuss areas of the brain from the 
Sentis video from resources. What new learning 
did we take away? What are the names of these 
parts of the brain?  
To Do: Add new learning to anchor charts with 
labels, small sticky notes, and/or pictures.  

Resources 
Sentis Video: Areas of the Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_vT_mnKomY&index=2&list=PL 

Day 9: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What do you want 
to know about the 
brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Spend time reviewing and looking over notes 
from the week and then create a KWL chart for 
future learning opportunities, relevancy, 
relationships, and engagement.  
To Do: Display individual or group questions 
to return to in the near future. Use these guiding 
questions to support curriculum, morning 
meeting, advisory, discussion, and/or 
relationship connection. 

Resources 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMKc8nfPATI 

Day 10: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What do you know 
about the brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Post Assessment: Brain Jeopardy Online Activity 

Resources 
Brain Jeopardy 
https://jeopardylabs.com/play/brain-aligned-teaching7 

Day 11: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What three areas 
of the brain will 
we be focusing on 
when discussing 
and learning about 

Strategies/Activity 
We have spent time talking about what the 
brain is like and introducing the areas of the 
brain. This week we will look closely at the 
prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and 
amygdala. Today we are going to spend time 
reviewing, reflecting, and connecting to what 
we will be learning throughout this week.  

Resources 
What are the parts of the brain? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdJ5eq6iNPA 
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educational 
neuroscience? 
Day 12: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the 
prefrontal cortex? 

Strategies/Activity 
Prefrontal Cortex-  
Where we do life (cognitive, emotional, 
behavioral functioning). The prefrontal cortex 
goes offline when faced with danger (fear or 
stress). The prefrontal cortex communicates 
through words, spoken language. Teach 
students that their prefrontal cortex is where 
decision making happens - we want to be in 
our prefrontal cortex at school! Teach students 
to put their hands over their forehead to find 
their prefrontal cortex. 
To Do: Create an anchor chart for executive 
functions and reflect throughout the day when 
we are using the prefrontal cortex.  

Resources 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLKTJ8igZ9I 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfKLmqpjfWs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REo3fzja5xs 

Day 13: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the 
prefrontal cortex? 

Strategies/Activity 
Prefrontal Cortex-  
Where we do life (cognitive, emotional, 
behavioral functioning). The prefrontal cortex 
goes offline when faced with danger (fear or 
stress). The prefrontal cortex communicates 
through words, spoken language. Teach 
students that their prefrontal cortex is where 
decision making happens - we want to be in our 
prefrontal cortex at school!  Teach students to 
put their hands over their forehead to find their 
prefrontal cortex. 
To Do: Review the anchor chart and add new 
learning from today’s discussion.  

Resources 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZLXggsK6oA 

https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-
disabilities/executive-functioning-issues/3-areas-of-executive-function 

Day 14: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the 
hippocampus? 

Strategies/Activity 
Hippocampus 
Formation of new memories and learning 
emotions. Chronic stress causes increased levels 
of cortisol and adrenaline that can damage and 
kill cells in the hippocampus. Why is memory 
important for learning at school? 

Resources 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EyaGR8GGhs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvjrqOTNa8Y 
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To Do:  Highlight the hippocampus on 
anchor chart and its function.  

Day 15: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the 
hippocampus? 

Strategies/Activity 
Hippocampus 
Formation of new memories and learning 
emotions. Chronic stress causes increased levels 
of cortisol and adrenaline that can damage and 
kill cells in the hippocampus. Why is memory 
important for learning at school? 
To Do: Review the anchor chart and add new 
learning from today’s discussion.  

Resources 
https://www.kidsdiscover.com/quick-reads/meet-hippocampus-memories-go-
make-sense/ 

http://brainmadesimple.com/hippocampus.html 

Day 16: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the 
amygdala? 

Strategies/Activity 
The amygdala is the alarm center for the brain. 
It is the emotional station for our brain and it 
can make our prefrontal cortex go offline and 
disrupt our ability to think. The amygdala 
communicates through emotions. When the 
amygdala is firing we need to regulate/calm. 
 To Do:  Label the amygdala on anchor chart 
and its function. 

Resources 
Bring in almonds or small rocks in the shape of the amygdala to support 
discussion of amygdala.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_5DU5opOFk&index=3&list=PLq1Cit1ObK
YTqgMpmujruBllvXucAEwzD 

Day 17: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
What is the 
amygdala? 

Strategies/Activity 
The amygdala is the alarm center for the brain. 
It is the emotional station for our brain and it 
can make our prefrontal cortex go offline and 
disrupt our ability to think. The amygdala 
communicates through emotions. When the 
amygdala is firing we need to regulate/calm. 
 To Do:  Review the anchor chart and add new 
learning from today’s discussion. 

Resources 

http://brainmadesimple.com/amygdala.html 

Day 18: 
The Brain 
Neuroanatomy 
Guiding Question: 
Where is the 
prefrontal cortex, 

Strategies/Activity 
Classroom community creates Brain Hats 
from resources. Spend time wearing, 
discussing and reflecting on learning from 
the week.  
To Do: Spend time creating brain hats to 
demonstrate knowledge of brain regions.  

Resources 
Brain Hat Activity 
https://steameducation.wordpress.com/2012/03/21/brain-hat-activity/ 

Momentous Institute 
http://momentousinstitute.org/video-library 
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amygdala, and 
hippocampus? 
Day 19: Focused 
Attention 
Practices 
Guiding Question: 
What is a focused 
attention practice? 

Strategies/Activity 
A focused attention practice is an exercise to 
quiet the body and focus the mind. The 
practices calm and soothe the limbic brain and 
allow us to return to a calm baseline. Complete 
your first focused attention practice as a class. 
Discuss and reflect after focused attention 
practice. How do you feel? What do you notice 
about your body? Mind? Accept positive and 
negative feedback as this is creating a safe 
space to share.  
To Do: Notice. Notice who is participating and 
providing feedback and connect with those 
students who need support.  

Resources 
Focused Attention Practice 

1. Begin with tracing our fingers of each hand with an inhale and
exhale!

2. Start for only 30 seconds or less and build up time as a challenge for
the class.

Always make this a choice and reflect for a minute afterwards. (See 
Focused Attention Practice resource for a list of other practices.) 

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/brain-breaks-focused-attention-practices-lori-
desautels 

Day 20: Focused 
Attention 
Practices 
Guiding Question: 
What is a focused 
attention practice? 

Strategies/Activity 
Review the purpose of a focused attention 
practice. Spend time completing the same 
focused attention practice from previous day, 
adding on a few seconds if students are ready. 
Discuss and reflect after focused attention 
practice. How do you feel? What do you 
notice about your body? Mind? Accept 
positive and negative feedback as this is 
creating a safe space to share. Anyone feel 
differently today than yesterday?  
To Do: Create an anchor chart with essential 
agreements for focused attention practices in 
the classroom. Have students create definition 
and agree on essential agreements.  

1. Quiet Body (hands, feet, mouth)
2. Choice to participate (respectful)

Resources 
Videos to Support Buy-in 
Kobe Bryant 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucNODrsGdx0&list=PLmWktbOLl 
ZuaHEVS4dhqz8DyOTQ1eYIWO&index=3 

Celebrities that Meditate 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgtDPiZNefY 

Teens 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKgWaBc6e38 

Primary Elementary   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CdPQ7X1MzU 

http://www.mindfulschools.org/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zpo04Xqz1w&list=PLmWktbOLlZuaHEVS4dhq
z8DyOTQ1eYIWO&index=5 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCR7OfRuQd4&index=11&list=PLmWktbOLlZu
aHEVS4dhqz8DyOTQ1eYIWO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MqVd8XlShM&index=15&list=PLmWktbOLlZ
uaHEVS4dhqz8DyOTQ1eYIWO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVWRvVH5gBQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKnRKy5Wu7c 

Day 21: Focused 
Attention 
Practices 
Guiding Question: 
What are the 
benefits of 
focused attention 
practice? 

Strategies/Activity 
Focused Attention Practices have many 
benefits. First they calm the limbic brain 
activity and sympathetic nervous system 
inviting the parasympathetic nervous system in! 
They also activate executive functions in the 
prefrontal cortex in particular, sustained 
attention and emotional regulation helping us to 
create a pause and a bit of reflection. These two 
strategies are critical when priming the brain for 
cognition.  

Resources 
Continuing sharing from video resources in Day 17. Take time each day at this 
stage to reflect on how the body and mind feels before, during and after focused 
attention practice.  

Day 22: 
Focused 
Attention 
Practices 
Guiding Question:  
How is focused 
attention practice 
impacting me? 

Strategies/Activity 
To Do: Create an anchor chart displaying 
different focused attention practices as you try 
each one. Before introducing new practices, 
spend time mastering each focused attention 
before you move to another one. We want 
students to feel comfortable and confident with 
the practices before being introduced to more 
practices.  

Resources 
Continuing sharing from video resources in Day 17. Take time each day at this 
stage to reflect on how the body and mind feels before, during and after focused 
attention practice. 

Day 23: 
Focused 
Attention 
Practices 

Strategies/Activity 
Students should be feeling comfortable with the 
idea of focused attention practice, what it is, 
and the benefits of participating each day. 
Let’s talk about how to breath during focused 
attention practices.

Resources 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3YyjUmDapc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jd78W66mA2U&t=124s 
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Guiding Question: 
How to breath 
during focused 
attention practice? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmLmu3PDyx0 

Day 24: 
Amygdala 
Guiding Question: 
How do emotions 
impact our 
thinking and 
actions? 

Strategies/Activity 
Emotions are an important part of each day for 
all of us. What happens in the brain when we 
experience positive and negative emotions?  
Connection: When we take time to engage in 
focused attention practices each day, this helps 
create pause when we become overwhelmed 
with emotions in a difficult situation. Pausing 
allows us to respond to an incident rather than 
react to it.  

Resources 
Sentis: Emotions and the Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNY0AAUtH3g 

Books About Emotions: 
Today I Feel Silly and Other Moods That Make My Day - Jamie Lee Curtis 
The Feelings Book - Todd Parr 
The Way I Feel - Janan Cain 
What Do You Do with a Problem? Kobi Yamada 
What Do You Do with an Idea? Kobi Yamada 
What Do You Do with a Chance?  Kobi Yamada 

Day 25: 
Emotions and 
The Brain 
Guiding Question: 
How do emotions 
occur in the brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Watch Inside Out clip and share that tomorrow 
the whole group will discuss the clip and how 
we are sharing our emotions. Watch what 
feelings you notice and how they change from 
the film Inside Out 
Inside Out. When have you felt similar 
emotion? 

Resources 
Inside Out Clips 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Cn1pYnAZSE 

Day 26: Emotions 
and The Brain 
Guiding Question: 
How are you 
sharing your 
emotions to 
support well-
being? 

Strategies/Activity 
Let’s talk about the Inside Out clip from 
yesterday and share the emotions we have most 
often each day and what is causing those in our 
brains. Here are some questions that will drive 
our learning over the next two days!  

Resources 
These questions were designed for promoting student discussion, self-reflection, 
and self-awareness. Dr. Dan Seigel’s research reports that, 
"What is sharable is bearable." 
Sadness helped Joy in the film, and your own sadness can help you. 

• How do you cope with Sadness?
• Can you use your sadness to feel better? How?
• What would happen if we never felt sadness?
• Is it sometimes good to keep sadness inside a circle so that it does not 

spread and get out of control? Why?
Fear and anger can protect and motivate us. 

• When was fear needed in your life?
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• How did fear help you?
• What is the perfect amount of fear?
• What happens to our thinking and problem solving when we carry too 

much fear or sadness?
• How does anger show up in your brain?
• Has anger ever helped you?
• How do you typically handle your anger?

Disgust keeps us from being poisoned physically and socially. 
• How has the feeling of disgust helped you?
• How has expressing disgust hurt your relationships or experiences?

Joy plays the leading role among the feelings in Riley's brain. 
• Does joy always play the leading role in our brains?
• What happened when joy and sadness left headquarters?
• How do we see joy in your brain?
• What creates joy to take over your brain?

Imagine having no feelings at all. 
• What would life be like if we didn't have feelings?
• Describe two positive changes in our life if we didn't have feelings.
• Describe two negative changes that could occur in a life with no feelings.

Day 27: 
Emotional 
Contagion 
Guiding Question: 
What is emotional  
contagion? 

Strategies/Activity 
Emotional contagion is the phenomenon of 
having one person’s emotions and related 
behaviors directly trigger similar emotions and 
behaviors in other people. This happens because 
of mirror neurons. After watching the video 
spend quiet time reflecting on the question, 
“What are you sharing?” 

Resources 
Emotions and the Brian 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNY0AAUtH3g&t=3s 

Are Emotions Contagious? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNGeNzoTPq0 

Day 28: 
Emotional 
Contagion 
Guiding Question: 
What is emotional 
contagion? 

Strategies/Activity 
It is important to be aware of our brain state and 
what we are sharing as we enter a space. 
Choose one of the videos from resources and 
discuss whole group. How does emotional 
contagion impact empathy in our classroom, 
school, state, country, and world? 

Resources 
Are Your Emotions Contagious? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTFdMwCXpMw 

Empathy and Mirror Neurons 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzMqPYfeA-
s&list=RDQMDzvo_A7NaXY 
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Day 29: 
Mirror Neurons 
Guiding Question: 
What are mirror 
neurons? 

Strategies/Activity 
Mirror neurons allow us to communicate 
without talking. Mirroring is one brain 
reflecting and interpreting the actions, 
intentions, and emotions of another brain. 
Essentially, we are human magnets, picking up 
other’s feelings, thoughts, and actions 
subconsciously. 
Think of a time in your life when someone’s 
actions or bad mood was felt by you even if you 
were not directly involved with that person. 
Share out. 

Resources 
Mirror Neurons Allow Us to Understand Each Other 
https://www.livescience.com/11002-mirror-neurons-understand.html 

Day 30: 
Mirror Neurons 
Guiding Question: 
How do mirror 
neurons work? 

Strategies/Activity 
Stand in front of the class with a big cold glass 
of ice water and drink it slowly. Take deliberate 
sips and watch students. Continue to talk to 
students about how delicious this water tastes! 
Take time to process through whole group 
discussion. How did this make you feel? 
What did you experience as you watched this 
person slowly sipping and enjoying the ice cold 
water?  

Resources 

Day 31: 
Amygdala 
Guiding Question: 
What role does 
the amygdala play 
in the brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
The amygdala is the alarm center for the brain 
and does not respond to words but emotions. 
When your amygdala is alerted, your prefrontal 
cortex goes offline. Your amygdala keeps you 
safe, helps you to process emotions, and decide 
between fight or flight.  

Resources 
Two Minute Neuroscience: Amygdala 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVvMSwsOXPw 

Quantum University–Amygdala 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xU5QmZp9Cmo 

Day 32: 
Amygdala 
Guiding Question: 
What is fight or 
flight?  

Strategies/Activity 
The bodies fight or flight reaction in the 
amygdala is common and biological way to 
prepare our body for action. It is important that 
we recognize and notice when our bodies are 

Resources 
https://science.howstuffworks.com/life/inside-the-mind/emotions/fear2.htm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxweRCXaLVA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtSP7gJuRFE 
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having these symptoms and that we respond in 
a way that is helpful and not hurtful.  https://www.sfh-

tr.nhs.uk/images/PIL3026_Fight_or_flight_and_relaxed_breathing.pdf 

Day 33: 
Amygdala 
Guiding Question: 
What triggers 
your amygdala? 

Strategies/Activity 
It is important to know your triggers and be 
aware of others triggers. When we are aware of 
what alerts our amygdala we can anticipate, 
plan ahead, and have more success responding 
when triggered in our environment. Complete 
the trigger survey with students over the next 
two days with a class share at the end of the 
activity.  

Resources 
https://do2learn.com/activities/SocialSkills/Stress/IdentifyStressTriggers.pdf 

Day 34: 
Amygdala 
Guiding Question: 
What triggers 
your amygdala? 

Strategies/Activity 
Continue completing the survey from Day 24. 
Once each person has identified their Top 5 
spend class time sharing out, finding similarities 
and common triggers, and allowing students to 
explain their own triggers.  
To Do: It can be helpful to post Top 5 lists in 
the classroom environment for accountability 
and reflection. Be sure to put these lists in a 
place for easy access during repair 
conversations.  

Resources 
https://do2learn.com/activities/SocialSkills/Stress/IdentifyStressTriggers.pdf 

Day 35: 
Triggers 
Guiding Question: 
What causes my 
brain to go on 
alarm alert? 
(shift from 
prefrontal cortex 
to amygdala) 

Strategies/Activity 
Triggers, or hot buttons, are events or situations 
that cause irritation, irritability, anxiety, 
sadness, anger, ect. If we are aware of our 
triggers we can take action to avoid them in 
certain situations and/or anticipate when we 
might be triggered. If we bring this to our 
conscious mind, we can prepare and better 
respond rather than react in the emotional 
moment.  
To Do: Over the next several days, students and 
teacher will complete the Identifying Triggers 
at School Survey from resources. Chunk the 
survey into manageable pieces for appropriate 

Resources 
https://do2learn.com/activities/SocialSkills/Stress/IdentifyStressTriggers.pdf 
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age level. Younger students could complete 
independently as teacher reads questions aloud. 

Day 36: Triggers 
Guiding Question: 
What causes my 
brain to go on 
alarm alert? 
(shift from 
prefrontal cortex 
to amygdala) 

Strategies/Activity 
Review: Triggers, or hot buttons, are events or 
situations that cause irritation, irritability, 
anxiety, sadness, anger, ect. If we are aware of 
our triggers we can take action to avoid them in 
certain situations and/or anticipate when we 
might be triggered. If we bring this to our 
conscious mind, we can prepare and better 
respond rather than react in the emotional 
moment.  
To Do: Over the next several days, students and 
teacher will complete the Identifying Triggers 
at School Survey from resources. Chunk the 
survey into manageable pieces for appropriate 
age level. Younger students could complete 
independently as teacher reads questions aloud.   

Resources 
https://do2learn.com/activities/SocialSkills/Stress/IdentifyStressTriggers.pdf 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/wander-woman/201507/5-steps-
managing-your-emotional-triggers 

Day 37: Triggers 
Guiding Question: 
What causes my 
brain to go on 
alarm alert? 
(shift from 
prefrontal cortex 
to amygdala) 

Strategies/Activity 
Review: Triggers, or hot buttons, are events or 
situations that cause irritation, irritability, 
anxiety, sadness, anger, ect. If we are aware of 
our triggers we can take action to avoid them in 
certain situations and/or anticipate when we 
might be triggered. If we bring this to our 
conscious mind, we can prepare and better 
respond rather than react in the emotional 
moment.  
To Do: Over the next several days, students and 
teacher will complete the Identifying Triggers 
at School Survey from resources. Chunk the 
survey into manageable pieces for appropriate 
age level. Younger students could complete 
independently as teacher reads questions aloud.   

Resources 
https://do2learn.com/activities/SocialSkills/Stress/IdentifyStressTriggers.pdf 

Day 38: 
Triggers 

Strategies/Activity 
Share in partners, small groups, or whole group 
top 5 trigger list. Do you see common themes 
arise from class feedback? How could the class 

Resources 
https://do2learn.com/activities/SocialSkills/Stress/IdentifyStressTriggers.pdf 
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Guiding Question: 
What are my top 5 
triggers that I need 
to share with my 
learning 
community? 

use this new learning to support essential 
agreements in the learning environment? 
To Do: Post and revisit top 5 lists as needed. 

https://tinybuddha.com/blog/how-to-identify-your-emotional-triggers-what-to-do-
about-them/ 

Day 39: Triggers 
Guiding Question: 
How can we shift 
from reactive 
responses to 
proactive 
responses when it 
comes to our 
emotional 
triggers? 

Strategies/Activity 
On this day we will review and post our 
emotional triggers and the regulation 
strategies we have explored to support 
positive emotional regulation.  

Resources 
Sharing Triggers 
Classroom Jobs 
Assign new roles and responsibilities in your classroom that help everyone 
to regulate their emotions and take responsibility for one another. Here are 
some choices. 

• Kindness Keeper- notices and shares out kindness noticed
• Gratitude Keeper- notices and shares out gratitude noticed
• Inspirational Leader- finds and share inspiration
• Mystery Motivator- provides encouragement anonymously
• Resource Manager- looking up topics related to what we are

studying and shares information
• Feeling Tracker- to recognize when a classmate or another student is

beginning to feel negative emotion suggesting we might need a
focused attention practice

• The Giver- what might this role be in your classroom?

Day 40: 
The 90 Second 
Rule  
Guiding Question: 
What is the 90 
Second Rule? 

Strategies/Activity 
What do you think this is? Let’s write down our 
answers or guesses!  
ANSWER: Our brain can let go of negative 
emotion in 90 seconds. When a person has a 
reaction to something in their environment, 
there is a 90 second chemical process that 
happens in the body; after that, any remaining 
emotional response is just the person choosing 
to stay in that emotional loop. 

Resources 
Complete a focused attention practice: Place one arm under your opposite 
armpit the other arm hugging your shoulder. Sitting tall in this position, 
breath for 90 seconds. Notice: How do you feel after letting go of emotions? 
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To Do: Create an anchor chart for the 90 
Second Rule. 

Day 41: 
The 90 Second 
Rule  
Guiding Question: 
How does the 
brain let go of 
negative emotion 
in 90 seconds? 

Strategies/Activity 
When you have a negative reaction to 
something in the environment, you release 
adrenaline and cortisol. Your brain does not 
know the difference between you experiencing 
a negative event or you thinking the thought. 
The same release of chemicals takes place. 
Check out the first 3 minutes of Dr. Jill Bolte 
Taylor’s Ted Talk.  

Resources 
Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor- The 90 Second Rule 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzT_SBl31-s 

Day 42: Negative 
Bias  
Guiding Question: 
Why is the brain 
negatively biased? 

Strategies/Activity 
It is normal to feel negative emotion 
because our brains are wired to survive 
before we feel and think! And it is OK to go 
into survivor mode for short bits of time 
once in a while, but when our bodies are 
constantly going into that negative brain 
state, it becomes a hard wired habit!  
To Do: Above or Below the Line! - Draw 
your own line and let’s monitor our brain 
state changes all day to see where they fall 
and how they change!!  

Resources 
Negative Brain Bias 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLqzYDZAqCI&list=PLImZFIKE4ka8
gRAVJUO-DzD0F9BXrzopz 

Day 43: Senses 
and The Brain 
Guiding Question: 
How does the 
brain take in 
senses? 

Strategies/Activity 
“We see the world not as it is, but as we are 
conditioned to see it.” What are our senses 
and how do we use them each day?  
To Do: In one minute, draw or write down 
everything in this classroom you are taking 
in through sight, sound, touch, or smell! 
Share and compare your one-minute 
reflection. What are you conditioned to see? 

Resources 
Sentis: Limitations of the Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BdzhWdVaX0&index=3&list=PL53nCCeNj
-RQDhbjE9LjvnFad-wdB5bw7

How Do We See? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mbmt-6o-Bp0 
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Day 44: Senses 
and The Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What does the 
brain do with 
sensations? 

Strategies/Activity 
The brain stem takes in the sensations from the 
world around you. Perception of these 
sensations helps in regulating or dis-regulating 
our brain state. Humans are intended to connect 
with one another, but before we can connect in 
relationships the brain stem must be regulated.  

Resources 
The 3 Parts of the Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQetOVB_VZo 

Day 45: 
Senses and The 
Brain 
Guiding Question: 
How do 
sensations impact 
our perception of 
the environment 
we are living? 

Strategies/Activity 
The brain can become overwhelmed by the 
amount of information there is to take in 
from the environment. Perception makes us 
aware of what is happening in our 
environment and attention helps focus in on 
what is important in the environment. 
To Do: What is your strongest sense? What 
is your weakest sense? Can you recall an 
emotion from one of your senses being 
triggered? Get with a partner to share and 
provide feedback. Discuss whole group. 

Resources 

Day 46: Senses 
and The Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What is stress? 

Strategies/Activity 
Begin by discussing stress whole group. 
What is stress? Have students share their 
definition. How does your body feel when it 
is stressed? What sensations do you have? 
Explain to students that sometimes when 
we are feeling anxious, worried, angry, 
disgusted, or sad, we cannot always know 
exactly where we feel these emotions or 
even explain them! Sensations are physical 
feelings and these we can name! Naming 
the sensation allows us to acknowledge the 
stress we are feeling. Here are some 
examples: tired, tense, itchy, cold, icy, 
tingly, full, numb, frozen, flowing, goose-

Resources 

What we can name, we can tame. 
What is sharable is bearable!    
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bumpy, butterflies, suffocating, closed, etc. 
What other sensations can you think of? 

Day 47: 
Senses and The 
Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What is the stress 
response system? 

Strategies/Activity 
Our bodies have a stress response system that is 
supposed to take care of us under times of stress 
but sometimes it goes on overload and keeps 
pumping out stress hormones. The stress 
response system is the fundamental 
reorganization of how the brain manages 
perception. We have built in attachment 
programs that motivate us to seek out positive 
bonds with caring adults. A healthy stress 
response system supports cognitive flexibility, 
imagination, and empathy.  
Let’s watch! 

Resources 
How Stress Effects the Body 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuyPuH9ojCE 

Breathing and moving help us to relieve the stress and this is why we are 
learning about focused attention practices!   

Day 48: 
Senses and The 
Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What is the stress 
response system? 

Strategies/Activity 
Our bodies have a stress response system that is 
supposed to take care of us under times of stress 
but sometimes it goes on overload and keeps 
pumping out stress hormones. The stress 
response system is the fundamental 
reorganization of how the brain manages 
perception. We have built in attachment 
programs that motivate us to seek out positive 
bonds with caring adults. A healthy stress 
response system supports cognitive flexibility, 
imagination, and empathy.  
Let’s watch! 

Resources 
Managing Stress 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnpQrMqDoqE 

Breathing and Moving help us to relieve the stress and this is why we are 
learning about focused attention practices!   

Day 49: 
Senses and The 
Brain 

Strategies/Activity 
Regulation occurs in the brain stem and it is not 
something we are born with. We learn to 

Resources 
Japanese method of relieving stress/ thumb hold anxiety, first finger holds 
fear, middle finger holds anger, ring finger holds sadness, and pinky finger 
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Guiding Question: 
How can we 
support a healthy 
stress response 
system? 

regulate through experiences with others. We 
model how to regulate and we support 
regulation through emotional contagion when 
we feel regulated (calm). Discuss and share 
whole group what regulates (calms) you. It can 
be helpful to identify a regulating activity when 
calm to help support emotional regulation when 
triggered.  

holds optimism and our self-esteem. As we listen to soft instrumental 
music (60-80 beats per minute) while holding each finger for 30 seconds 
to one minute, we dampen the stress response!  

Resources   
Music for relaxation, studying and dampening the stress response. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmoGdaOeUkQ&list=PL3K4b
u5ml6giU39ifLp_Z6Ope9dqVBqt_ 

Day 50: Senses 
and The Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What does it 
mean to regulate?  

Strategies/Activity 
It can be helpful to identify a regulating activity 
when calm to help support emotional regulation 
when triggered. The next couple of days, we 
will spend time in regulation stations 
discovering what feels good. We will spend 
time reflecting after each station; sharing how 
these activities make your body and mind feel. 

Spend 3-4 minutes participating in the activity 
and then 1-2 minutes reflecting and sharing out 
noticings. 

Other Regulation Station ideas: word search, 
coloring, puzzle, stacking cups, take a walk, 
stationary bicycle, yoga, Legos, and more! 

Resources 
Regulation Stations 

• Taking deep breaths brings an oxygenated glucose blood flow to our
frontal lobes. Taking just three deep inhales and exhales calms the
emotional brain.

• Movement is critical to learning, as it activates several areas of the brain at
once while calming the brain. Clap out rhythms and have students repeat.
The collective sound brings a sense of community to the classroom.

Day 51: Senses 
and The Brain 
Guiding Question:
What does it 
mean to regulate?  

Strategies/Activity 
It can be helpful to identify a regulating activity 
when calm to help support emotional regulation 
when triggered. The next couple of days, we 
will spend time in regulation stations 
discovering what feels good. We will spend 
time reflecting after each station; sharing how 
these activities make your body and mind feel. 

Spend 3-4 minutes participating in the activity 
and then 1-2 minutes reflecting and sharing out 
noticings. 

Resources 
Regulation Stations 

• Pass out a drop of lotion, and for 90 seconds students give their hands and
fingers a massage, noticing their palms, fingertips, and any sensations that
feel uncomfortable or stiff.

• Ask students to rock along their spine to help them feel present in their
bodies. This provides a soothing rhythm that subtly grounds them with
sensation and movement.
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Day 52: Senses 
and The Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What does it 
mean to regulate?  

Strategies/Activity 
It can be helpful to identify a regulating activity 
when calm to help support emotional regulation 
when triggered. The next couple of days, we 
will spend time in regulation stations 
discovering what feels good. We will spend 
time reflecting after each station; sharing how 
these activities make your body and mind feel. 

Spend 3-4 minutes participating in the activity 
and then 1-2 minutes reflecting and sharing out 
noticings. 

Resources 
Regulation Stations 

• Placing our fingers on our throats, we begin the day with a sound or class
chant and feel the vibration of our vocal cords. This gives everyone a
chance to participate and to see how we can mimic different animals,
instruments, and random classroom sounds such as papers crinkling.

• The students sit with their legs straight out and begin wiggling their toes
and ankles, shaking knees and thighs, rotating shoulders, arms, and finally
their heads, keeping all body parts moving at the same time. Then we
reverse the process and stop our heads, arms, shoulders, and on down. This
gives children a great body scan and a sequence for working memory.

Day 53: Senses 
and The Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What does it 
mean to regulate?  

Strategies/Activity 
It can be helpful to identify a regulating activity 
when calm to help support emotional regulation 
when triggered. The next couple of days, we 
will spend time in regulation stations 
discovering what feels good. We will spend 
time reflecting after each station; sharing how 
these activities make your body and mind feel. 

Spend 3-4 minutes participating in the activity 
and then 1-2 minutes reflecting and sharing out 
noticings. 

Resources 
Regulation Stations 

• Sometimes I’ll put on music and give the students old scarves, and we’ll
dance around the room waving the scarves and feeling the soft sensation as
we dance and pass by one another. When the music stops, we freeze and
notice our postures and movements. This strategy can be led by the teacher
or a student to see if we can mimic a movement or create our own.

• Listen to calming music (60 beats per minute)

Day 54: 
Brain Intervals 
Guiding Question: 
What is a brain 
interval? 

Strategies/Activity 
The purpose of a brain interval is to 
stimulate the reticular activating stem 
located in the brain stem. When we begin 
to lose attention, no learning can occur. The 
brain intervals bring novelty and curiosity 
and a brief state of confusion. This is 
healthy for activation while learning in 
robotic ways can lull the brain to sleep! Our 
brains need an interval of time, to soak in 

Resources 
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/brain-breaks-focused-attention-practices-lori-
desautels 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCnfAzAIhVw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2zjlB4ctu4 
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new information and this is also why brain 
intervals are so important to learning!! 

Day 55: 
Brain Intervals 
Guiding Question: 
What is a brain 
interval? 

Strategies/Activity 
A brain interval is a quick opportunity to 
change up our predictable routines of receiving 
incoming information. 
To Do: Notice. Notice who is participating and 
providing feedback and connect with those 
students who need support. 

Resources 

http://www.greatexpectations.org/brain-breaks 

https://www.pinterest.com/parko/brain-break-activities/ 

http://minds-in-bloom.com/20-three-minute-brain-breaks/ 

Day 56: 
Brain Intervals 
Guiding Question: 
What are the 
benefits of brain 
intervals? 

Strategies/Activity 
Use brain intervals to stimulate the brain stem 
and bring focus and alertness back to the 
conscious mind. Brain intervals give students 
the chance to develop and apply social 
competence. A brain break allows students to 
rest and recharge, while simultaneously 
learning to cooperate, communicate, and 
compromise.  Frequent breaks boost 
attentiveness in class and maximize learning. 

Resources 

• http://fsnep.ucdavis.edu/trainings/town-halls/townhalls/copy2_of_14activitybreaks_000.pdf 

• http://www.squiglysplayhouse.com/BrainTeasers/ 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FoypZyibQro&feature=youtu.be 

Day 57: 
Brain Intervals 
Guiding Question: 
How are brain 
intervals 
impacting me? 

Strategies/Activity 
To Do: Create an anchor chart displaying 
different brain intervals as you try each one. 
Remember, brain intervals should be a 
familiar activity, but not scheduled. Brain 
intervals should be used as needed and novel.   

Resources 
Take time each day at this stage to reflect on how the body and mind feels before, 
during and after brain intervals. Notice as students return to work focus, alertness 
and time on task.  

Day 58: 
Brain Intervals 
Guiding Question: 
When is a good 
time to regulate 
and provide 
myself with 

Strategies/Activity 
Incorporate brain intervals into your daily 
schedule. Remember the rule: 

Age + 2= Get Up & Move 

Resources 
https://funandfunction.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Activity_Guide_web.pdf 

http://www.learningstationmusic.com/blog/2015/05/09/from-your-seat-brain-
breaks/ 

https://sharpbrains.com/resources/1-brain-fitness-fundamentals/brain-functions-
perception-attention-memory-and-more/ 
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independent 
brain intervals? 
Day 59: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
What is 
neuroplasticity? 

Strategies/Activity 
Neuroplasticity is the brains ability to 
reorganize itself by forming new neural 
connections through experiences. Students 
spend an average of 1000 hours a year at 
school. As teachers, we know behaviors are 
hard-wired, but we also know that because of 
neuroplasticity and the important role school 
plays in young people’s lives, we are able to 
share knowledge with students to change 
thinking.  

Resources 
Sentis: Neuroplasticity 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELpfYCZa87g 

Day 60: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
What is 
neuroplasticity? 

Strategies/Activity 
Need an example of a brain rewired? Take a 
look at the Backwards Brain Bicycle and then 
reflect and share as a whole group. What habits 
are helping and/or hurting you? 
To Do: Choose a habit (personally or within 
school) you are going to try to rewire for a 
week. Track those new neural pathways. 

Resources 
Backwards Brain Bicycle 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFzDaBzBlL0 

Day 61: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
What circuits are 
you firing and 
wiring? 

Strategies/Activity 
Watch video from resources and discuss 
circuits in your brain that are strong and 
connected. These strong circuits are your 
habits (neurons that are firing and wiring 
together) 
To Do: Discuss with a partner something 
you do well? Discuss a challenge for you or 
something you would like to get better at!  

Resources 
Stacking Cups with Austin 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nhRPVWM9A0 

Day 62: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
What is a neuron? 

Strategies/Activity 
A neuron is cell in the brain that receives 
information and passes it along. A single 
neuron is useless; as it requires millions of 
neurons to transmit information. When neurons 
receive and send messages they transmit 

Resources 
What is a neuron?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qS83wD29PY 

Neuron Models 
http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/chmodel.html 
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electrical impulses across the synaptic gap. The 
human brain has 86 BILLION neurons.  Secondary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZh0A-lWSmY 

Elementary 
Structure of a Neuron 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZh0A-lWSmY 

Neuron Song 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzjM1jo_8AU 

Neurons for Everyone! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZh0A-lWSmY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLN1UsvmVvM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDpydfpEads 
Day 63: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
How do neurons 
work? 

Strategies/Activity 
We will play a game today and connect neurons 
to what we know about telephones.  

Resources 
Game: Chain Reaction: What is the connection to neurons? 
https://originsonline.org/educator-help/chain-reaction 

Day 64: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
What is a neuron? 

Strategies/Activity 
One neuron by itself means nothing. It takes 
hundreds of thousands of neurons connecting 
just to remember your name! Open with this 
video and discuss after stopping and starting at 
different points or give students certain terms 
and definitions to listen to as they capture the 
answer as they listen!  

To Do: Make candy models of neurons with 
licorice, M&M’s, and different candies 
that resemble the cell body, dendrites, and 
axons! 

Resources 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDpydfpEads 
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Day 65: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
What are synapses, 
dendrites and 
axons? 

Strategies/Activity 
A synapse is a chemical message sent 
between two neurons connecting them to 
one another (like when we send a Snap 
Chat). After watching the video, create a 
human synapses. Create a circuit as we link 
hands and arms mimicking an axon and 
dendrite. As we link arms and then hands, 
squeeze the person’s hand next to you 
indicating a signal has passed.  

Resources 
Synapses 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LT3VKAr4roo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7FdMi03CzI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhowH0kb7n0 

Day 66: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
What am I 
choosing to 
rewire? 

Strategies/Activity 
Today is a day for neuroplasticity reflection. A 
week ago you chose a habit (personally or 
from within school) and tried to rewire for a 
week. How did you do? What did you 
notice? Was it difficult? Did it get easier? 
What are your plans moving forward? Can 
you think of other behaviors that could 
benefit from some rewiring? 

Resources 

Day 67: 
Neuroplasticity 
Guiding Question: 
What does 
neuroplasticity 
look like in the 
brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Break the word neuro-plasticity apart. What 
does neuro mean? (brain) What does plastic 
mean? (malleable or able to change) What 
does neuroplasticity mean? 

This activity demonstrates that repetition 
and practice create a fast circuit of 
connection and the more we do anything the 
better we become! 

Resources 
Circuit Ball Toss 
Activity: Circuit Ball Toss  
Form a circle and choose a leader who will begin and end the ball toss. That 
leader, often the teacher, will time the circuit from start to finish. There is 
one rule! You must remember the person who you throw the ball to in the 
circuit. Before starting, all participants stick both hands straight out in front 
of the body (to show they have not received the ball). After you have 
received the ball and thrown it, you place your hands behind your back. 
The circuit is complete when the ball is tossed back to the leader who 
started the circuit. Round 1: What did you notice about our circuit? Was it 
efficient? Why or why not? Complete the circuit following the same circuit 
two more times noticing time changes and other aspects making the circuit 
more efficient. This activity demonstrates that repetition and practice create 
a fast circuit of connection and the more we do anything the better we 
become! 
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Day 68: 
Adolescent Brain 
Guiding Question: 
How is the 
adolescent brain 
unique? 

Strategies/Activity 
The greatest stage of brain development occurs 
in the last trimester throughout two years of 
age. Adolescence is an important time in brain 
development because it is the second greatest 
time of brain development. What is 
happening in the adolescent brain during 
this time? 

• Natural pruning of neurons
• Increasing mastery skills
• Less serotonin and more testosterone
• Heightened dopamine
• Hyperrationality

Resources 

Brain Development in Teenagers (4th- 12th) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dISmdb5zfiQ 

Teen Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGdlpaWi3rc 

Day 69: 
Adolescent Brain 
Guiding Question:
 How is the 
adolescent brain 
unique? 

Strategies/Activity 
What wires together fires together. 

Resources 
The Teenage Brain Explained 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiduiTq1ei8 

The Teenage Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIqVvyHeSiY 

The Neuroanatomical Transformation of the Teenage Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=90+second+rule+jill+bolte+taylor 

Day 70: 
Adolescent Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What is 
happening in the 
adolescent brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Watch clip from Inside Out and take notes 
whole group or individually. Use notes from 
viewing to support tomorrow’s class discussion. 
Use the Edutopia article from resources to 
support whole group discussion. 

Resources 
The Adolescent Brain: Leaving Childhood Behind 
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/adolescent-brain-leaving-childhood-behind-lori-
desautels 

Video clips of Bing Bong and the Adolescent Brain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXj61BXEy2M 

Day 71: Strategies/Activity Resources 
Video clips of Bing Bong and the Adolescent Brain 
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Adolescent Brain 
Guiding Question: 
What is happening 
in the adolescent 
brain? 

Yesterday we watched a clip from Inside Out. 
Today we are going to share our reflections and 
uncover the symbolism from this scene in the 
movie. 
• What or who was your Bing Bong? Could it 

be an object (like a blanket or teddy bear) or 
something abstract?

• What does Bing Bong symbolize?
• Why is it important for Riley to let go of Bing 

Bong?
• Why did Bing Bong jump off the wagon?
• What makes it so sad for the audience

(especially parents and adults) as we watch 
this part?

• Do we really ever lose Bing Bong? Explain.
• Do you have a core memory of an experience 

from your imagination? What is it like?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXj61BXEy2M 

Day 72: 
Core Memories 
Guiding Question: 
What is a core 
memory? 

Strategies/Activity 
What is the difference between a core 
memory and a regular memory? A core 
memory is a memory that holds significant 
emotion or meaning to the individual.  
Memory Games 

1. Bring out ten items on a tray and
show students for 10 seconds. See
what students remember?

2. Put a short sequence and then build
a longer sequence of numbers and
letters together!

What strengthens memory? 

Resources 
Your Memory Under Stress 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKzUSfzqh5A 

Day 73: 
Core Memories 
Guiding Question: 
What is a core 
memory? 

Strategies/Activity 
A core memory is a memory that holds 
significant emotion or meaning to the 
individual.  
Share one of each and list the details of 
each memory! Which memory has more 

Resources 
Hippocampus and Memory  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eu_zOYHeGrg 
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details?  Can you write down the different 
details?  

Day 74: 
Core Memories 
Guiding Question: 
How does positivity 
impact the brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Your brain state matters and when you 
believe you can, you are actually more 
likely to be successful. Go ahead spread 
positive vibes! 

Resources 
The Power of Positivity 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kO1kgl0p-Hw 

Day 75: 
Core Memories 
Guiding Question: 
Can happiness 
spread? 

Strategies/Activity 
Spreading gratitude will increase your 
happiness. Try it out. 

Resources 
The Science of Happiness 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHv6vTKD6lg&t=17s 
*Quiet from 5:15-5:30 for language edit.

Day 76: Short 
Term Memory  
Guiding Question: 
What is short term 
memory? 

Strategies/Activity 
Short term memory is the phase of memory 
responsible for temporary storage of 
information. 

Resources 
How Does Your Memory Work? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUoJc0NPajQ 

Day 77: Long 
Term Memory  
Guiding Question: 
What is long term 
memory? 

Strategies/Activity 
Long term memory is the phase of memory 
responsible for the storage of information for an 
extended period of time. 

Resources 
How Does Your Memory Work? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUoJc0NPajQ 

Short Term, Long Term, and Working Memory 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPEog8Wd8po 

Day 78: 
Memory 

Guiding Question: 

Strategies/Activity 
Your brain is taking in millions of signals all 
day. It is not possible to remember everything. 
The brain must do something with a memory to 

Resources 
Short Term vs. Long Term Memory 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9aEeLGjR6M 
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How are short 
term and long 
term memory 
different? 

store it in long term and make it easy to retrieve 
from memory. 

Day 79: Memory  
Guiding Question: 
How does 
learning become 
memory? 
(encoding, 
consolidation, 
retrieval) 

Strategies/Activity 
Memory is learning that has persisted over time. 

Resources 
How We Make Memories 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSycdIx-C48&t=510s 

Day 80: Memory  
Guiding Question: 
How are you 
priming your 
brain for memory 
storage? 

Strategies/Activity 
What daily habits do you have that are helping 
you come to school ready to learn and 
socialize? (sleep, diet, exercise, mindfulness, 
planning ahead, schedule). Discuss whole group 
strategies for taking care of our body and brain 
to help support memory. 

Resources 
How We Make Memories 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSycdIx-C48&t=510s 

Day 81: Gratitude  
Guiding Question: 
How does gratitude 
effect the brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Create gratitude journals as we write three 
things we are grateful for in our morning 
meeting. We will then each take five 
notecards and write a positive affirmation 
on these and share them throughout the day 
with other staff, students, and teachers!  

Resources 
Gratitude 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aT-r3-I6eY0 

How Gratitude makes us happy?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5lZBjWDR_c 

Kid President 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yA5Qpt1JRE4 
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Day 82: 
Our Train of 
Thought 
Guiding Question: 
When do your 
thoughts become 
distracted and how 
do you get back on 
track? 

Strategies/Activity 
Lead discussion and have students discuss in 
small groups. When does your train of 
thought run smoothly with few stops? When 
does your train of thought struggle? Why? 
What can I do in the classroom to help your 
train run with great speed and accuracy? 

1. What can you do to help your train of thought 
stay on track and reach its destination? 
Teaching students about their neuroanatomy is 
empowering, as well as the foundation of 
learning and connection. 

Resources 
Islands of Personality and Trains of Thought 
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/islands-of-personality-trains-of-thought-lori-
desautels 

Strategies 
1. Elementary 
2. It is important to have a tangible train of thought in the classroom. This could be a 

larger model of chairs and cardboard boxes, or students could build individual 
models of trains. Images of trains posted in an Attention and Focus corner could 
help to prime the brain for focus and remembering. 

3. Secondary 
4. Creating an analogy or visualization of the train of thought could support goal 

setting and planning. Where is your train heading right now? Is this where you 
want to go? What are two changes in planning this journey that you could make 
today? 

Day 83: 
Emotional 
Regulation 
Guiding Question: 
How do we return 
to our prefrontal 
cortex (calm) after 
being triggered 
(amygdala)? 

Strategies/Activity 
When we ae angry, anxious, upset in any way, 
our prefrontal cortex shuts down and it can be 
hard for us to think clearly and/or rationally. 
Because of this it is difficult to pause and think 
before we react. Can you think of a recent time 
when you felt this way and unintentionally 
spoke or acted before thinking about the 
consequence? We learn to pause and regulate at 
a very young age. If we do not learn to regulate 
at a young age, it is much more difficult to learn 
the more we age. Spend time over the next two 
days to watch videos with students! Discuss our 
coping strategies again and if we are 
intentionally using these strategies to 
emotionally regulate.  

Resources 
Pause 
Young people with ADD often show an inability to create a pause, or a moment of 
self-restraint between stimulus and reaction while weighing the consequences of 
their impending reaction. To assist students in creating this pause, give their brains 
the opportunity to make associations with color, visuals, and concrete objects. 
Tangible items can be symbolic reminders for students of all ages. Here are 
examples of signaling an intentional pause: 

• Flicking a red rubber band bracelet on our wrists or placing a red ball cap
on our heads are two practices that teachers could model and repeatedly
share when a pause is needed before making a hurried emotional or
academic decision.

• Accompanied with a tangible item, teachers can help students identify
words that are analogies to waiting and hesitating. Stop, pause, halt, think,
rest, breathe, float, and tread could be posted in specific areas of the room
with pictures and images to add meaning.
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• Students could bring in an object from home that reminds them to stop,
pause, and wait. These personal objects could be placed in a “red corner,”
a highlighted area in the classroom where they are seen as reminders.
Seeing, saying, and experiencing meaningful and personal reminders can
effectively create associations and metaphors that the brain desires and
needs for personalizing new responses.

The strategies in this section originally appeared on Edutopia in the article: 
Strengthening Executive Function Development for Students With ADD 
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/executive-function-development-students-add-
lori-desautels 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4UGDaCgo_s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs559guIGDo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFkRbUKy19g 

Day 84: 
Emotional 
Regulation 
Guiding Question: 
How do we return 
to our prefrontal 
cortex (calm) after 
being triggered 
(amygdala)? 

Strategies/Activity 
When we ae angry, anxious, upset in any way, 
our prefrontal cortex shuts down and it can be 
hard for us to think clearly and/or rationally. 
Because of this it is difficult to pause and think 
before we react. Can you think of a recent time 
when you felt this way and unintentionally 
spoke or acted before thinking about the 
consequence? We learn to pause and regulate at 
a very young age. If we do not learn to regulate 
at a young age, it is much more difficult to learn 
the more we age. Spend time over the next two 
days to watch videos with students! Discuss our 
coping strategies again and if we are 
intentionally using these strategies to 
emotionally regulate. 

Resources 
Self Regulation Skills 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4UGDaCgo_s 

Controlling Emotions: A Lesson From Angry Birds 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFkRbUKy19g 
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Day 85: 
Emotional 
Regulation 
Guiding Question: 
How do we return 
to our prefrontal 
cortex (calm) after 
being triggered 
(amygdala)? 

Strategies/Activity 
The language of the prefrontal cortex is spoken 
words and the language of the amygdala is 
feelings. When we are angry, anxious, afraid, 
sad, hungry, or upset in any way the prefrontal 
cortex goes offline and we need time to regulate 
in a safe space to calm the amygdala. We must 
be proactive in building relationships so we 
may support co-regulation in times when 
students become dis-regulated. 

Resources 
Calm Down and Release the Amygdala 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs559guIGDo 

Day 86: 
Coping Strategy: 
Emotional 
Freedom 
Technique- 
“Tapping” 
Guiding Question: 
What is emotional 
freedom technique 
and what happens 
in the brain when 
we use this 
calming strategy? 

Strategies/Activity 
“Emotional Freedom Techniques, or EFT (often 
known as Tapping or EFT Tapping), is a 
universal healing tool that can provide 
impressive results for physical, emotional, and 
performance issues. EFT operates on the 
premise that no matter what part of your life 
needs improvement, there are unresolved 
emotional issues in the way. Even for physical 
issues, chronic pain, or diagnosed conditions, it 
is common knowledge that any kind of 
emotional stress can impede the natural healing 
potential of the human body.” 
Familiarize yourself and students with nine 
tapping points on the body.  

Resources 

https://www.emofree.com/eft-tutorial/tapping-basics/what-is-eft.html 

https://www.thrivingnow.com/tapping-points-and-instructions/ 

Teachers 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPqQGsYFsX4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s99M8eJV4sk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWx_e199k88 

Day 87: Coping 
Strategy: 
Emotional 
Freedom 
Technique- 
“Tapping” 
Guiding Question: 
How EFT impacts 
our emotions and 
learning? 

Strategies/Activity 
Use these videos and the resources from the 
previous day to review and practice EFT 
practices. 

Resources 
Elementary 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1efrIBI9BY 

Secondary 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtjHUoXYojE 
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Day 88: 
Social Brains 
Guiding Question: 
Why are 
relationships 
important? 

Strategies/Activity 
We cannot live without one another! We are 
wired for relationship and do not function well 
without one another. 
Make a list of everything you can do 
independently…without anyone. 
Make a list of everything you do each day that 
involves other people. 
Which list brings you the most positive 
emotions?  

Resources 

Day 89: 
Social Brains 
Guiding Question: 
Why are 
relationships 
important? 

Strategies/Activity 
We discussed the important role relationships 
play in our daily lives. Watch the video Social 
Brains and discuss new takeaways and connect 
to your lists from yesterday.  

Resources 
Social Brains 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0XmZW6xYSg 

Day 90: 
Social Brains 
Guiding Question 
How is technology 
changing your 
brain? 

Strategies/Activity 
Technology plays a large role in many of our 
lives. Are you aware of how technology is 
changing your brain (good and bad) each day? 

Resources 
From Neurons to Networks! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLp-edwiGUU 

Day 91: 
Social Brains  
Guiding Question: 
In what ways are 
groups stronger 
than individuals? 

Strategies /Activity 
Bring in a thick book like a telephone book! 
Show how easy it is to tear one page and then 
grab 50 or 100 pages together and try to tear 
these! If you have enough pages, they simply 
will not tear! We are stronger in a group and 
with collaboration!  
Why do we sometimes not get along in 
groups? Could it be that our survival brain is 
kicking into action? How could we work to 
collaborate in better ways, working like a thick 
book that’s pages cannot be torn when working 
together?  

Resources 
Phone Book 
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Day 92: 
Social Brains  
Guiding Question: 
What are your 
superpowers? 

Strategies /Activity 
“Neuroscientist Matthew Lieberman explains 
that through his studies he's learned that our 
kryptonite is ignoring the importance of our 
social superpowers and by building on our 
social intuition, we can make ourselves smarter, 
happier, and more productive. In this TEDx 
Talk, Lieberman explores groundbreaking 
research in social neuroscience that reveals that 
our need to connect with other people is even 
more fundamental than our need for food or 
shelter and that the social pain and pleasure we 
experience has just as much impact as physical 
pain and pleasure.” 

Resources 
The Social Brain and Its Superpowers; Matthew Lieberman, Ph.D. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNhk3owF7RQ 

Day 93: 
Social Brains  
Guiding Question: 
What are your 
superpowers? 

Strategies /Activity 
Continue watching video and then share 
reflection in whole group discussion. 

Resources 
The Social Brain and Its Superpowers; Matthew Lieberman, Ph.D. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNhk3owF7RQ 

Day 94: 
Empathy 
Guiding Question: 
How can we 
increase our 
empathy? 

Strategies/Activity 
Do you ever feel like you should help someone 
but you don’t when you are in a group of 
people? Watch this and think of a time when we 
did or did not!! 
Can animals teach us empathy? 
Can animals pick up on our emotions?  

Resources 
All Students 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzPMMSKfKZQ 
Teaching Empathy 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aU3QfyqvHk8 

Day 95: 
Empathy 
Guiding Question: 
How can we 
increase our 
empathy? 

Strategies/Activity 
Empathy is the ability to understand and share 
the feelings of another. Empathy is a learned 
trait and must be taught.  

Resources 
Elementary  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_1Rt1R4xbM 
Secondary 
The Bystander Effect 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy6eUTLzcU4 
The Empathy Gap 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdLOkqMfRJk 
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Day 96: 
Engagement 
Guiding Question: 
How do we keep 
our brain engaged? 

Strategies/Activity 
Have you ever been driving for a long time, and 
then you realize that several minutes have 
passed, and you don’t remember thinking about 
driving because you were in such a relaxed state 
of alertness? That’s not how we want our brain 
to feel at school! We want to keep our brain 
engaged so our best learning can occur. We 
need novelty, curiosity, and sometimes even a 
brief state of confusion because the brain pays 
close attention to these types of experiences. 
This is because of our reticular activating 
system (RAS) in our brain stem. 

Resources 
Reticular Activating System 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCnfAzAIhVw&t=90s 

Unlocking The Screen of Your Mind 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsrkOSTyWCU 

Day 97: 
Multiple 
Intelligence 
Guiding Question: 
What are multiple 
intelligences? 

Strategies/Activity 
The question we need to begin asking ourselves 
and our students is: “How are you smart?”  
Not… “How smart are you?” 

Resources 
What is Multiple Intelligence? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2EdujrM0vA 

Multiple Intelligence 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cf6lqfNTmaM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=falHoOEUFz0 

Day 98: 
Multiple 
Intelligence 
Guiding Question: 
What are multiple 
intelligences? 

Strategies/Activity 
There are many ways of being smart. How are 
you smart? You were born to learn, so then 
what are you learning? 

Resources 
Multiple Intelligence 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cf6lqfNTmaM 

Born to Learn 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=falHoOEUFz0 

Day 99: 
Multiple 
Intelligences  
Guiding Question: 
What are your 
learning strengths 
and challenges? 

Strategies/Activity 
1. Let’s look at our own intelligences! Spend the 

next couple of days digging into strengths and 
reflecting. 

Resources 
Multiple Intelligences Self Assessment 
https://www.edutopia.org/multiple-intelligences-assessment 

Find Your Strengths 
http://literacynet.org/mi/assessment/findyourstrengths.html 

Secondary- Multiple Intelligences Inventory 
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http://kerstens.org/alicia/planning10/Multiple%20Intelligences%20Inventory.pdf 

Matching careers to multiple intelligences 
http://bestcareermatch.com/career-chart 

Thomas Armstrong- Choosing a Career 
https://www.teachervision.com/using-multiple-intelligences-theory-choosing-
career 

Day 100
 Applied 
Educational 
Neuroscience 
Guiding Question: 
What have you 
learned and how 
will you use this 
learning going 
forward? 

Strategies/Activity 
So What...Now What? Looking back on what 
has been covered in these lessons what do you 
now know about the brain? Maya Angelou is 
quoted with saying, “When you know better, 
you do better.” How does knowing about your 
neuroanatomy and the amazing functions of 
your brain change the way you look at the 
future? Reflect in groups, write, draw…How 
will you apply this knowledge moving forward? 

Resources 

Additional Resources: http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/links.html 

https://www.parentingforbrain.com/self-regulation-toddler-temper-tantrums/ 

https://www.pinterest.com/explore/brain-games/?lp=true 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVy5E2DZkKM&list=PLQwg0PxpUPloVUzf

l75OuwJTPjCgn8jzM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgLYkV689s4 

https://thecornerstoneforteachers.com/working-memory-games/ 
http://soulpancake.com/ 
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Dear Indiana Colleagues, 

While making these lesson plans, our main goal was to capture
the essence of each article written by Dr. Lori in her "Inside
Out" Curriculum and make it accessible through our Indiana
Standards for all grades, and for all classrooms in Indiana. 
You will see that each topic has two lesson plans in each
section, one for Elementary Students (K-6) and one designed
for Secondary students (Grades 7-12). 

As teachers, you know that lesson plans can never be a one-
size-fits-all approach.  Keeping that in mind, we tried to leave
room to implement classroom traditions and modifications
based on your students, while still trying to give enough
guidance that you would be able to follow the lesson plan with
only having the knowledge that this packet brings. 

After the Standards page you will find a "Cheat Sheet" for
these lessons.  Please know that this is not an exhaustive list
of terms, and that the concepts presented here are an
extremely simplified version of neuroscience for our purposes
in teaching kids about the applicable functions of their brain
as it relates to learning and connecting with others. 

We hope that these lessons and resources help you to start
the conversation of how our brains work with your students. 
We are in a critical time of learning how to function in this
traumatized society, and it starts with education: it starts
with us.   

Please feel free to contact either of us at
SMidura@IUHealth.org or MIDaniels@avon-schools.org with
any questions about these lessons or resources.  We look
forward to connecting with you. 

Overview
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Standards

Elementary: 1.RV.3.1 Identify words and phrases in stories, poems, or songs that suggest feelings or appeal to
the senses (touch, hearing, sight, taste, smell).   

6.RL.3.2: Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a work of literature, and
how the narrator or speaker impacts the mood, tone, and meaning of a text.  

(Health & Wellness)  
2.1.2 Recognize that there are multiple dimensions of health. (emotional, intellectual, physical, and social health)  

5.1.2 Identify examples of emotional, intellectual, physical, and social health 

Secondary: 9-10.SL.2.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in
groups, and teacher-led) on grade-appropriate topics, texts, and issues, building on others’  ideas and expressing
personal ideas clearly and persuasively.     

(Health & Wellness)  
8.1.2 Describe the interrelationships of emotional, intellectual, physical, and social health in adolescence.  

12.1.2 Cite evidence that demonstrates the interrelationships of emotional, intellectual, physical, and social health
across the lifespan.   

"Islands of Personality"

"Creating Core Memories"

Elementary: (Health & Wellness)  
2.1.2 Recognize that there are multiple dimensions of health. (emotional, intellectual, physical, and social health)  

3.RN.2.2 Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the main idea.  

Secondary: 9-10.SL.2.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in
groups, and teacher-led) on grade-appropriate topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing
personal ideas clearly and persuasively.    

9-10.SL.4.1 Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically such that
listeners can follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, substance, and style are appropriate
to purpose, audience, and task.   

11-12.RN.2.2 Compare and contrast the development of similar central ideas across two or more texts and
analyze how they emerge and are shaped and refined by specific details. 
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"Leaving the Adolescent Brain"

Elementary: 6.SL.3.1 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively,
orally) and  explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study.    

Secondary: 9-10.RN.2.1 Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what a text says
explicitly as well as inferences and interpretations drawn from the text.   

9-10.W.3.1 Write arguments in a variety of forms that –  
● Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and create an
organization that establishes clear relationships among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.

11-12.SL.4.1 Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct perspective,
such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or opposing perspectives are addressed, and the
organization, development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of formal and
informal tasks.   

"Contagious Emotions and Responding to Stress"

Elementary: 2.W.3.1 Write a logically connected paragraph or paragraphs that introduce an opinion, with a
concluding statement or section and multiple reasons to explain why a certain course of action should be
followed.   

5.S.L.2.2  Reflect on and contribute to ideas under discussion by drawing on readings and other resources.  

Secondary: 9-10. SL. 4.3 Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically
such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, substance, and style are
appropriate to purpose, audience, and task.  

11-12. RV-2.1 Use context to determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases.  

"How Emotions Affect Learning"

Elementary: 1.SL.1 Listen actively and adjust the use of spoken language (e.g., vocabulary) to communicate
effectively with a variety of audiences and for different purposes.  

1.SL. 4.2 Add drawings or other visual displays, such as pictures and objects, when sharing information to clarify
ideas, thoughts, and feelings.   

Secondary: 9-10.SL.2.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in
groups, and teacher-led) on grade-appropriate topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing
personal ideas clearly and persuasively.    

"Inside Out" Curriculum Resources

Creating Core Memories: https://www.edutopia.org/blog/creating-core-memories-in-classroom-lori-desautels 
Islands of Personality and Trains of Thought: https://www.edutopia.org/blog/islands-of-personality-trains-of-
thought-lori-desautels 
How Emotions Affect Learning, Behavior, and Relationships: https://www.edutopia.org/blog/emotions-affect-
learning-behavior-relationships-lori-desautels 
Leaving the Adolescent Brain: https://www.edutopia.org/blog/adolescent-brain-leaving-childhood-behind-lori-
desautels 
Contagious Emotions and Responding to Stress https://www.edutopia.org/blog/contagious-emotions-
responding-to-stress-lori-desautels 
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TEACHER CHEAT SHEET: 
NEUROSCIENCE 

MAKING  APPL IED  EDUCAT IONAL  NEUROSC IENCE

EASY  TO  TEACH  

•  DESIGNED  FOR  THE  " INS IDE  OUT "  CURRICULUM  •

PARTS  OF  THE  BRAIN :  

PRE -FRONTAL  CORTEX

The pre-frontal cortex is the front-most

portion of our brain and controls our

logic , reasoning , decision making , and

social behavior .  This is the last portion

of our brain to be developed , and many

neuroscientists now claim that it

continues to develop into our late

twenties .

PARTS  OF  THE  BRAIN :

L IMBIC  SYSTEM

The limbic system is a complex system

made up of multiple parts of the brain . 

This is the system that is in charge of

our basic emotions of fear , anger , and

pleasure .  This is where our amygdala

and hypothalamus are located (which

we will talk about later on). 

PARTS OF THE BRAIN :

BRAIN STEM /MIDBRAIN

This portion of the brain mainly

functions to control our automatic and

"primal functions " such as temperature

regulation , our senses , heart rate , and

breathing . 

,
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TEACHER  CHEAT  SHEET :  NEUROSC IENCE

MARY  KATE  DANIELS  &  SARA  MIDURA ,  CERT IF IED  IN

APPL IED  EDUCAT IONAL  NEUROSC IENCE

NEUROPLAST IC ITY

Our brains have the capacity to be

changed at any point in our life due to

the amazing concept of europlasticity .

This is basically synonymous with

malleability , and is perfect to teach our

students that we can always learn new

things and change the way we think .

MYEL IN

Myelin is the insulating sheath around

an axon (two neurons that come

together to make a neural connection ,

or a new "idea" we have learned).  Every

time that we "exercise" that neural

connection another layer of myelin is

wrapped around it , creating a myelin

sheath .  The more myelin we have

around an axon , the stronger that

connection is !  This is why "practice

makes perfect " because every time we

practice something we are making that

connection stronger , just like building

muscle .

PRUNING

Pruning is another way to say "getting

rid of ".  For these lesson plans , the

need-to-know about pruning is that

during the adolescent years our brains

prune away about half of the neural

connections that we have built since

birth .  There are many connections that

our brain recognizes that we don 't

need anymore , so it gets rid of those to

make room for the new ones we will

make .

NEUROHORMONES

Neurohormones are quite literally the

hormones found in our brains . Two

major neurohormones to know for

these lessons are erotonin and

opamine ,  They both do a lot for our

bodies , but for these lessons it is

important to know that erotonin is a

main contributor to our happiness and

well-being , while opamine is largely

responsible for our reward-motivated

behaviors as humans . 

MIRROR NEURONS

Mirror neurons are exactly as they

sound : they are neurons in our brain

that literally "mirror" the behaviors and

emotions of others .  These are

responsible for us feeling sad when we

see others crying and yawn 

when w e see someone else yawn !

" INS IDE OUT " SPEC IF IC

In the film "Inside Out ", that inspired and connected our lessons , there are specific

terms that they use to explain functions and phenomenons in the brain .  These two

are specifically utilized in these lesson plans , so to help here are some definitions . 

Core Memory : These are memories of extreme importance in one 's life that contribute

to an aspect of one 's personality (i .e . Riley from the film has a core memory of the

first time she played hockey , which contributed to her love of hockey). 

Island of Personality : Stemming from core memories , these "Islands of Personality"

are key aspects of one 's personality (i .e . Riley has a "Hockey Island")
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BRAIN REGULAT ION

STRATEGIES

Since our Stress Response System can

be activated without a real danger

present , it is important for us and our

students to be able to recognize when

we are feeling this stress and know how

to regulate . These brain regulation

strategies can also be known as coping

skills or focused attention practices . 

Brain Regulation Strategies can be

incorporated into daily classroom

activities , and we recommend utilizing

them in these lessons as you see fit .  It

is important for students to practice

these strategies when they are not

experiencing a stressful situation , as

they are more likely to be functioning

in their pre-frontal cortex and absorb

the information .  We also know that the

more times students can practice these

strategies , the more myelin will be

coated in those connections so that

when their stress response system IS

activated they will be more likely to

revert to one of the strategies that has

a thick myelinated sheath . 

Breath and movement are two of the

best ways to regulate our brains- as

long as you keep those in mind you can

get creative with your strategies ! 

 

STRESS RESPONSE

SYSTEM

This is what we widely know as the

"Fight or Flight" esponse .  This is a

complex response that starts with our

eyes and ears- think of an oncoming

car .  When we see or hear 

oncoming car , our eyes and ears send a

signal to the amygdala , which

processes the information .  If it

perceives a potential danger (as it

would with an oncoming car), it will

send a distress signal to the

hypothalamus , which is the "command

center" for many functions of the body ,

including our automatic functions (if

you remember from the first page , are

controlled by the brain stem).  This will

activate the "fight , flight , or freeze"

response , which automatically

increases your senses , heart rate ,

breathing , etc . , to give you the best

chance for survival .  In the example of

the oncoming car , this response would

allow you to jump out of the way before

even really thinking about it - if our

body did not do this , our brains would

send all of this information to the pre-

frontal cortex (our "logical brain"),

which would take a longer time to

process the danger and reach safety . 

In shorter terms : when our amygdala

perceives a danger it sets the stress

response system into motion , which in

turn shuts off our pre-frontal cortex 

and elevates our automatic responses . 

This happens whether a danger is real

or not : it is all about how our amygdala

PERCEIVES it .  This is why some of us

feel the stress response system in

situations such as public speaking or

large public gatherings . 

TWO OF OUR FAVORITES

Here are two of our favorite Brain Regulation

Strategies to get you started. 

Breath: Square Breathing (draw a square with

your finger- while drawing left side breathe in

for four counts; while drawing the top side hold

your breath for four counts; while drawing the

right side breathe out for four counts; while

drawing the bottom side hold your breath out

for four counts. Repeat at least three times). 

Movement: Toes and Tense (While standing,

slowly lift yourself up on your toes. While on

your toes, feel your calves tense up- try to tense

them even more and hold for ten seconds.

Slowly release the tension and bring yourself

down onto flat feet. Repeat at least three

times). 

r
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Creating Core 
Memories

Lesson  1  

Elementary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ives :  

1 .  Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

ident i f y  the  fo l lowing  key  te rms :

core  memory ,  hippocampus ,

the   l imbic  sys tem .  

2 .  Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

re la te  to  the i r  5  senses  and

creat ing  core  memor ies .  

Why?  

Unders tand ing  and  naming  our  core  memor ies  creates  a

st ronger  se l f  and  c lass  ident i t y .  I f  teachers  prov ide  authent ic

oppor tun i t ies  fo r  s tudents  to  create  pos i t i ve  core  memor ies

we  inc rease  care ,  concern ,  and  the  ca l l  to  act ion  in  our

learn ing  communi t ies .  Our  bra ins  hold  the  power  to  reca l l ,

recount ,  and  re l i ve  some  of  our  most  def in ing  moments .  On

the  f l ip  s ide ,  we  must  a l so  note  the  natura l  funct ion  of

prun ing ,  and  how  i t  he lps  the  bra in  prepare  fo r  deeper

complex i ty  and  soph is t i cat ion .  When  educators  make  the

e f fo r t  to  l i s ten  to  these  persona l  core  memor ies  i t  inv i tes

s t ronger  dia logue  and  purpose  among  the  c lass .  The  bra in

learns  through  s to r ies .  I t  re t r ieves  what  i s  re levant ,  use fu l ,  and

interes t ing .  Make  these  moments  happen  in  your  c lass room !  

Mater ia l s :  

Ins ide  Out  Core  Memor ies :  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=pecha -7QOVo  

Changing  Core  Memor ies :  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=cYvaQ37EcvU  

-5  Senses  Char t  

-Post  i t  notes  

-Dry  Erase  boards  and  markers  

-Celebrat ion  mater ia l s  (spr ink les ,  candles ,

s t reamers ,  ba l loons ,  ornaments ,  etc . )  

Key  Terms :  

-Core  Memory  

-Hippocampus  

-L imbic  Sys tem  
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

“Mingle -Mingle” partner share game

Call on a student to pick the special word. Students can be creative and silly with words

like “taco, unicorn, X-Box, etc.” After students know the special word they will stand up

and sing the chant “mingle, mingle, mingle!” over and over until the special word is said.

When the teacher shares the special word, all students will freeze and turn to the person

closest to him or her. Partners will share his or her symbol and guess what the core

memory is. Students can also act out the symbol and have the partner guess it. 

Utilize these videos and articles to supplement teacher or student understanding:

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/film-festival-brain-learning

http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/brain-games/

http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/neurok.html 

https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/brain-bank-sci 

https://www.youtube.com/user/SentisDigital

https://www.edutopia.org/article/integrating-sel-classroom

Part 1: Hook

a. Have celebration materials (sprinkles,

candles, streamers, balloons, ornaments,

etc. - know your kids) on the front table

"Pick one of these materials in your head-

think about a time that you have seen this

material

b. Engage in a class discussion revolving

around when they have seen the different

materials. Encourage discussion about

different memories, digging deep into the

emotions/feelings behind them (does the

memory make you happy? Sad?) 

Part 2: Discussion and Video:

a. Class discussion about specific

moments/holidays that students

remember related to the materials

Class discussion about corememory

Guiding Questions:

-Who or what reminds you of this material?

Why?

-What emotions/ feelings arise when you

see this item? 

-Where are our memories stored? 

b. Watch two "Inside Out" eos and pay

attention to 5 senses

c. Break up into partners and utilize "5

senses materials" to talk about 5 senses in

their own core memories

-Join, share your partner's core memory

-Talk about how emotions and senses

(from hippocampus/limbic system) help

create and retain re mories

Part 3: Exit Ticket

If time allows: 

-Students write the symbol of their re

mory on a post-it note

-Students gather on the carpet or stand up

to willingly share and guess one another’s

re mory. 

(i.e. Jane volunteers to share her symbol

and then Tom guesses what the core

memory might be

(i.e.) If core memory is watching the Indy

500 then the symbol could be the smell of

the gasoline or the opening remarks,

“Drivers start your engines!”)

9
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5 Senses Chart
Recall your own "core memory" - it could be a birthday party, scoring your first

goal in a soccer game, your first vacation, ANYTHING!  Work with your partner

to share this memory and help each other sort out what sights, smells,

feelings, tastes, and sounds you remember. 
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Lesson  1  

Secondary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ives :  

1 .  Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to  ident i f y

the  fo l lowing  key  te rms :  core

memory ,  hippocampus ,  l imbic

sys tem ,  myel in ,  and  neurop las t i c i t y .  

2 .  Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to  re la te  to

the i r  5  senses  and  creat ing  core

memor ies .  

Why?  

Unders tand ing  and  naming  our  core  memor ies  creates  a

st ronger  se l f  and  c lass  ident i t y .  I f  teachers  prov ide  authent ic

oppor tun i t ies  fo r  s tudents  to  create  pos i t i ve  core  memor ies

we  inc rease  care ,  concern ,  and  the  ca l l  to  act ion  in  our

learn ing  communi t ies .  Our  bra ins  hold  the  power  to  reca l l ,

recount ,  and  re l i ve  some  of  our  most  def in ing  moments .  On

the  f l ip  s ide ,  we  must  a l so  note  the  natura l  funct ion  of

prun ing ,  and  how  i t  he lps  the  bra in  prepare  fo r  deeper

complex i ty  and  soph is t i cat ion .  When  educators  make  the

e f fo r t  to  l i s ten  to  these  persona l  core  memor ies  i t  inv i tes

s t ronger  dia logue  and  purpose  among  the  c lass .  The  bra in

learns  through  s to r ies .  I t  re t r ieves  what  i s  re levant ,  use fu l ,  and

interes t ing .  Make  these  moments  happen  in  your  c lass room !  

Mater ia l s :  

" Ins ide  Out "  Core  Memor ies :  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=pecha -7QOVo  

" Ins ide  Out "  Changing  Core  Memor ies :  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=cYvaQ37EcvU  

Sent is  Video  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=ELpfYCZa87g  

5  Senses  Chart  

-Post  i t  notes  

-Dry  Erase  boards  and  markers  

-Celebrat ion  mater ia l s  (spr ink les ,  candles ,  s t reamers ,

ba l loons ,  ornaments ,  etc . )  

Key  Terms :  

-Core  Memory  

-L imbic  Sys tem  

-Myel in  

-Neurop las t i c i t y  

Creating Core 
Memories
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

“Mingle -Mingle” partner share game

Call on a student to pick the special word. Students can be creative and silly with words

like “taco, unicorn, X-Box, etc.” After students know the special word they will stand up

and sing the chant “mingle, mingle, mingle!” over and over until the special word is said.

When the teacher shares the special word, all students will freeze and turn to the person

closest to him or her. Partners will share his or her symbol and guess what the core

memory is. Students can also act out the symbol and have the partner guess it. 

Utilize these videos and articles to supplement teacher or student understanding:

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/film-festival-brain-learning

http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/brain-games/

http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/neurok.html 

https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/brain-bank-sci 

https://www.youtube.com/user/SentisDigital

https://www.edutopia.org/article/integrating-sel-classroom

Part1: Hook

a. Havecelebration materials (sprinkles, candles,

driver's license, keys, pet leash, etc. - knowyourkids)

onfront table/tables

"Pick one of these materials inyourhead- think

about a timethatyou haveseenthismaterial?"

b. Timestudents for two minutes tomakeasmany

connections tothe material aspossible (have them

recordthese ina notebookoronscrap paper)

c. Oncethe two minutes isup, ask student tocircle

their top three mostvivid connections. 

d. Launcha discussionsetting (inside outside circle,

Socratic-seminar, pair share, etc)

Guiding Questions: 

-Whoorwhatreminds you of thismaterial? Why?

-What emotions/ feelingsarise whenyou see this

item?  

-Howdoesthis itemdefinea timeormemory in

your life?  

-Whyare weabletoconnect toone iteminso

manydifferent ways?  

-Whereare our memoriesstored?  

Part2: Discussionand Video 

a. Class discussionabout specific

times/holidays/experiencedthat theyremember

related tothe materials (canbeANY emotion-

happy, sad, etc.)  

b.Watchtwo "Inside Out"Videosand pay

attention to5 senses, discuss how memoriescan

bechanged  

c. Break upintopartnersand utilize "5senses

materials" totalkabout their 5 senses intheir own

corememories (5minutes) - ensure

understanding thatour emotionsshape our

memories, and emotionsare in the limbicsystem

d. Join together, discuss neuroplasticity – Watch

Sentisvideo  

e. Ask for volunteer tocomeand use dumbbell –

while student isdoing bicep curls ask kidswhat is

happening t.o the muscle (building, getting

stronger, etc.)- this iswhatmyelin is, basically like

you strengthening the muscles inyourbrain that

makememoriesstronger!  

(Workingout is likeneuroplasticity- the ability to

changeyourbrain and memories) 

f. If timeallows:  

-Have studentswrite a listpoemorhaiku using

key terms (independentorpartners)  

Part3: ExitTicket:  

Write a metaphor, simileorhyperbole for key

terms onpost-it note (have key terms written on

board)Savepost itnoteanchorchart for the

classroom community to refer tothroughoutthe

year. 
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5 Senses Chart
Recall your own "core memory" - it could be a birthday party, scoring your first

goal in a soccer game, your first vacation, ANYTHING!  Work with your partner

to share this memory and help each other sort out what sights, smells,

feelings, tastes, and sounds you remember. 
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Islands of 
Personality

Lesson  2  

Elementary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ives :  

1 .  Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

ana lyze  the  main  idea  and

deta i l s  of  a  core  memory .  

2 .  Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

create  his  or  her  own

persona l i t y  i s l and .  

Why?  

I t  i s  impor tant  fo r  k ids  to  be  ab le  to  s ta r t  to  recogn ize  and

def ine  the i r  persona l i t i es ,  as  wel l  as  unders tand  how  those

aspects  of  the i r  persona l i t i es  came  to  be .   Th i s  type  of

language  i s  meant  to  he lp  fos te r  a  s t rong  sense  of  ident i t y ,

whi le  a l so  a l lowing  s tudents  to  unders tand  di f fe rent

perspect i ves  and  persona l i t i es  of  the i r  peers .  A  bet te r

unders tand ing  wi l l  create  a  s t ronger ,  more  t rus t ing  l ea rn ing

communi ty .  Th i s  l e s son  can  a l so  suppor t  to le rance ,

acceptance ,  and  apprec ia t ion   f rom  other  ext racur r i cu la r

act i v i t i es  (spor t s ,  theater ,  c lubs ,  etc . )  

Mater ia l s :  

-Core  Memory  Char t  (see  l e s son  # 1 )  

-Post - i t  notes  

-Paper  plates  

-Magaz ines  

-Sc i s sors  

-Glue  

Ins ide  Out  I s l ands  of  Persona l i t y  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?

v=3weU3tST3EM& l i s t=PLg3d j f twsUDIyFPYepet5

25 IDOH3lEssQ  

Key  Terms :  

-Core  Memory  

- I s l ands  of

Persona l i t y  

-Main  Idea  and  

Deta i l s  
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

Artistic Influence: Make this a long-term art project! Have students create multiple

"islands of personality" for a character, historical figure, or for themselves out of art

materials. Partner with your art teacher to design curricula across disciplines!

Brainiac Word Wall: Create a word wall with student definitions paired next to dictionary

definitions. Charge students with the task to bring this word wall to life with hand

created pictures, examples, and photographs.

Part1: Hook

a. Ask students torefer tocorememory lesson

(see lesson#1 ). Studentscould pull out core

memorychart, reference itonthe anchorchart,

ormentally recall the corememory.  

b. Using a piece ofscrap paper studentswill have

30seconds towrite downall and any words that

cometomindwhenthinkingabout thatcore

memory.  

Encourage students that there isnoright or

wrong! 

Part2: Discussionand Video  

a. Playclipand ask students tonoticehow the

islands ofpersonality are formed

b. Turntoa partner and discuss whatmakes an

islandofpersonality while standingand

mirroring eachother's movements (seebrain

aligned strategiesbelow)

Islands ofpersonality- formedthrough core

memories (ex. "goof-ball island, family island,

hockey island, honesty island, and friendship

island")

c. Discuss how the main ideaofa re emory

creates anaspectofour personalities  

Model Riley's hockey islandwitha visual onthe

board oranchorchart  

d. Showthe main idea (hockey) in the centerand

all other details about this islandstemmingfrom

the center (ex. images for main idea: sun, flower,

table, pizza, etc.)  

e. Thenhavestudentsanalyze their words written

duringhooktogeneratethe main ideaof their

corememories

f. Draworwrite the ore moryof the same

image and model (sun, flower, table, pizza, etc.)  

Part3: ExitTicket

Studentscreatetheir own islandofpersonality

fromthe discussion. Studentswill write the title of

this island inthe centerof their paper plate and

use magazinecutouts todisplay details of their

island. Display each islandonanocean likea

bulletinboard orhangfromthe ceiling. 

ck

co m

c me
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Islands of 
Personality

Lesson  2  

Secondary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ive :  

Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

ana lyze  re levant  aspects  of

persona l i t y  fo r  a  spec i f i c

characte r  or  his to r ica l  f igure

be ing  s tud ied .  

Why?  

I t  i s  impor tant  fo r  k ids  to  be  ab le  to  s ta r t  to  recogn ize  and

def ine  the i r  persona l i t i es ,  as  wel l  as  unders tand  how  those

aspects  of  the i r  persona l i t i es  came  to  be .  Th i s  type  of

language  i s  meant  to  he lp  fos te r  a  s t rong  sense  of  ident i t y ,

whi le  a l so  a l lowing  s tudents  to  unders tand  di f fe rent

perspect i ves  and  persona l i t i es  of  the i r  peers .  A  bet te r

unders tand ing  wi l l  create  a  s t ronger ,  more  t rus t ing  l ea rn ing

communi ty .  Th i s  l e s son  can  a l so  suppor t  to le rance ,

acceptance ,  and  apprec ia t ion  f rom  other  ext racur r i cu la r

act i v i t i es  (spor t s ,  theater ,  c lubs ,  etc . )  

Mater ia l s :  

-Core  Memory  Char t  (see  l e s son  # 1 )  

-Post  i t  notes  

Ins ide  Out  I s l ands  of  Persona l i t y  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?

v=3weU3tST3EM& l i s t=PLg3d j f twsUDIyFPYep

et525 IDOH3lEssQ  

Key  Terms :  

-Core  Memory  

- I s l ands  of

Persona l i t y  

-Myel in  

16
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

Making this a long-term art project! Have students create multiple "Islands of

Personality" for a character, historical figure, or for themselves out of art materials.

Partner with your art teacher to design curricula across disciplines!

Hang multimedia work around the room and have a gallery walk! 

Part 1: Hook

a. Ask students to refer to core memory

lesson (see lesson #1). Students could pull

out corememory chart, reference it on the

anchor chart, or mentally recall the core

memory. 

b. Using a piece of scrap paper students will

have 30 seconds to write down nouns, verbs,

and adjectives that come tomind when

thinking about that core memory. 

*Encourage students that there is no right or

wrong!

Part 2: Discussion and Video 

a. Play clip and ask students to notice how

the islands of personality are formed

-Review with students the key terms

b. Write the key terms on the board to assist

with their memories. 

c. Have students turn to a partner and

discuss whatmakes an island of personality
while standing and mirroring each other's

movements (see brain aligned strategies

below). -Ask for volunteers to share what

they and their partner discussed.

d. Prompt students if needed to see the

connection between core memories and 
being memories that

deeply involve their senses, memories/traits

that they use frequently (building a myelin

sheath around certain neural connections),

and the ability to change these

(neuroplasticity).

e. Make a list of characters or historical figures

that you are currently studying on the board.

Explain to students that they will each be

choosing one of these characters/figures to

identify one of their islands of personalities
based on core memories and/or traits that

they display.

They will cite textual evidence and relate it to

the key terms to back up their thinking, but

can otherwise be creative. 

Part 3: Exit Ticket

a. Students create a multimedia work

representing the science of emotion behind a

historical figure or character's 

memory sland of Personality. Examples of

technologymediums could include Discover

Education Board, PowerPoint, Wordle, etc.

17

learned in the "core memory" lesson (myelin,
neuroplasticity).
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How Emotions 
Affect Learning

Lesson  3  

Elementary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ive :  

Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to  name

the i r  di f fe rent  emot ions  and

ana lyze  the  di f fe rent  ro les

each  emot ion  plays  in  the i r

l i ves .  

Why?  

" I f  you  can  name  i t ,  you  can  tame  i t "  i s  a  common  phrase  -  and

for  good  reason !  Many  of  our  ch i ld ren  be l ieve  that  our

"negat i ve "  emot ions  such  as  sadness  and  anger  are  inherent l y

bad .  Th i s  discourages  them  f rom  shar ing  the i r  emot ions ,

l eav ing  them  vu lnerab le  to  i so la t ion ,  depress ion ,  and  anx ie ty .

Our  s tudents  need  to  know  that  a l l  emot ions  are  va l id  and

more  so  a l l  emot ions  are  impor tant !  Th i s  l e s son  wi l l  he lp  k ids

exp lore  that ,  as  wel l  as  l ea rn  that  they  can  change  the i r

th ink ing  about  the i r  emot ions  as  we  ut i l i ze  and  comprehend

the  powers  of  neurop las t i c i t y .  

Mater ia l s :  

-Mater ia l s  that  can  be  manipu la ted  ( i .e .  s l ime ,

Play-Doh, silly putty, etc.)
-Mater ia l s  that  cannot  be  manipu la ted  ( I .e .  keys ,

a  rock ,  etc . )  

Ins ide  Out  Meet  Ri ley 's  Emot ions  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v= 1S0RKRRyqhQ

Sent i s  Video :  Neurop las t i c i t y

ht tps : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=XSzs I5aGcK4  

Key  Terms :  

-Neurop las t i c i t y

-Emot ions  
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

Paths of Neuroplasticity: To showcase another way of neuroplasticity, utilize Hot Wheels

cars/tracks! Discuss the different “roadways” in terms of neuroplasticity.

Use wiki-stix,Play-Doh, drawing, etc. to model neuroplasticity for the character’s

situation 

Part1: Hook

-Have different materials visible, somethatare

easilychanged (i.e. Play-Doh, slime, putty, etc.),

and somethatcannotbechanged (i.e. a rock,

toy car, key, etc.). 

(Forextra novelty, hidethese items inbags!)

-Make surethat the items thatcan be

changed are grouped togetherand the items

thatcannotbechanged are alsogrouped

together.  

-Askfor two volunteers tocomeand

feel/describe the items. Havetwo other

volunteersbethe “recorders” for the two

studentsdescribingthe items. 

-Thegoal is tohavethemarticulatethe

characteristics ofeachgroup of items asother

classmatesscribethemonthe board. 

-Once the items are described, havethe class

categorizethe two groups inone

word/phrase. The goal is tohavethem

identify thatone group isa group of items that

ismalleable/can changeform, and one isnot. 

Part2: Model and Video  

Ask students toSTAND if theythink that the

group thatcan bechanged is likeour brains

(usethe students’ languagefor how they

described thatgroup), and tell themtosit on

the floor/squat if theythink thatour brainsare

likethe group thatcannotbechanged (use

the students’ language). 

Studentsgather ina circle, passaroundmaterials

while prompting discussionabout how items may

relatetoour brains.  Explain the scientific language

ofneuroplasticity while discussingthatour brains

are can change (refer todefinitiononTeacher

Reference Sheet). Write definitiononboard. 

-Play SentisVideo about Neuroplasticity  

-Students returntoseats and passout a piece

paper (or type if technology isavailable for all

students). 

Play InsideOut MeetRiley's Emotionsvideo to

introduce our mainemotions: Joy, Sadness, Fear,

Disgust, and Anger  

-Students get intopairs orgroupsof three and cite

textual evidenceofanemotion being shown from

textyou are currently studying inclass (novel,

historical figure, article, etc.). Havestudentsexplain

thisscene orpartof the textand identifywhere the

emotion is shown. 

-Come backtogetherasa class and have

partners/groups share their textual evidenceciting

the emotions.  Discuss asa class how wethink

about our emotions (i.e. dowealwayssee sadness

asa bad thing?). Relatethisbackto

neuroplasticity, discussingthe purpose for ALL

emotionsand tryingtochangeour thinkingabout

them.  

1. 

Part3: ExitTicket

Havestudents returntotheir groups.  Depending

onwhich emotion the students’ group chose to

showcase, havethemdiscuss and write down

their group’s responses tothe following discussion

questions (If theychose a situation where the

character showedsadness, havethemanswer

questions 1-3).  
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How Emotions 
Affect Learning

Lesson  3  

Secondary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ive :  

Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

name  the i r  di f fe rent

emot ions  and  ana lyze  the

d i f fe rent  ro les  each  emot ion

plays  in  the i r  l i ves .  

Why?  

" I f  you  can  name  i t ,  you  can  tame  i t "  i s  a  common  phrase  -  and

for  good  reason !  Many  of  our  ch i ld ren  be l ieve  that  our

"negat i ve "  emot ions  such  as  sadness  and  anger  are  inherent l y

bad .  Th i s  discourages  them  f rom  shar ing  the i r  emot ions ,

l eav ing  them  vu lnerab le  to  i so la t ion ,  depress ion ,  and  anx ie ty .

Our  s tudents  need  to  know  that  a l l  emot ions  are  va l id  and

more  so  a l l  emot ions  are  impor tant !  Th i s  l e s son  wi l l  he lp  k ids

exp lore  that ,  as  wel l  as  l ea rn  that  they  can  change  the i r

th ink ing  about  the i r  emot ions  as  we  ut i l i ze  and  comprehend

the  powers  of  neurop las t i c i t y .  

Mater ia l s :  

-Mater ia l s  that  can  be  manipu la ted  ( i .e .  s l ime ,

Pl ay - Doh ,  s i l l y  putty ,  etc . )

-Mater ia l s  that  cannot  be  manipu la ted  ( I .e .  keys ,

a  rock ,  etc . )  

Ins ide  Out  Meet  Ri ley 's  Emot ions  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?

v= 1S0RKRRyqhQ  

Sent i s  Video :  Neurop las t i c i t y

ht tps : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=XSzs I5aGcK4  

Key  Terms :  

-Neurop las t i c i t y

-Emot ions  
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

Paths of Neuroplasticity: To showcase another way of neuroplasticity, utilize Hot Wheels

cars/tracks! Discuss the different “roadways” in terms of neuroplasticity.

Use wiki-stix,Play-Doh, drawing, etc. to model neuroplasticity for the character’s

situation 

Part1: Hook

a. Havedifferent materials visible, somethat

putty, etc.), and somethatare not easily

manipulated (i.e. a rock, toy car, key, etc).
(Forextra novelty, hidethese items inbags!)

Besurethat the items thatcan be

changed are grouped togetherand  

the items thatcannotbechanged  

are alsogrouped together. 

b. Ask for two volunteers to feel/describe the

items. Ask for two other volunteersbethe

“recorders” for the two studentsdescribingthe

items. 

The goal is tohavethemarticulate

the characteristics ofeachgroup  

of items asother classmatesscribe

themonthe board. 

c. Oncethe items are described, havethe class

categorizeeachof the two groups intoone

word/phrase. 

The goal is tohavethemidentify

thatone group isa group of items 

that ismalleable/can changeform,  

and one isnot. 

Part2: Model and Video  

a. Ask students toSTAND if theythink that the

group thatcan bechanged is likeour brains

(usethe students’ languagefor how they

described thatgroup), and tell themtosit on

the floor orsquat if theythink thatour brains

are likethe group thatcannotbechanged

(again, use the students’ language). 

b. Studentsgather ina circle, passaround

materials while prompting discussionabout

how items may relatetoour brains.  

Explain the scientific languageofneuroplasticity

while discussingthatour brainsare can change

(refer todefinitiononTeacher Cheat Sheet). Write

definitiononboard. 

c. PlaySentisVideo about uroplasticity. Assess

for understanding byaskingfor a student to

explain neuroplasticity in their own words. 

d. Instructstudents toreturntotheir seats while

you passout a piece paper toeachstudent. 

e. Play InsideOut MeetRiley's Emotionsvideo to

introduce our mainemotions: Joy, Sadness, Fear,

Disgust, and Anger. Discuss initial reactions tothe

information. 

f. Then, havestudentsget intopairs (or groupsof

three).  Instruct themthatontheir piecesofpaper

theyare tocite textual evidenceofanemotion

being shown fromtextyou are currently studying

inclass (novel, historical figure, article, etc.). 

g. Comebacktogetherasa class and have

partners/groups share their textual evidenceciting

the emotions.  Discuss asa class how wethink

about our emotions (i.e. dowealwayssee sadness

asa bad thing?). Relatethisbackto

neuroplasticity, discussingthatwecan

purposefullychangethe way thatwethink about

our emotions.  Encourage themtokeepthinking

about thisasyou gothrough future lessons. 

Part3: ExitTicket

Havestudents returntotheir groups.  Depending

onwhich emotion the students’ group chose to

showcase, havethemdiscuss and write down

their group’s responses tothe following discussion

questions (If theychose a situation where the

character showedsadness, havethemanswer

questions 1-3).  

are easily manipulated (i.e. Play-Doh, slime,
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Leaving the 
Adolescent Brain

Lesson  4  

Elementary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ives :  

Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to  create  a

ta i lo red  l i s t  of  appl icab le  s t ress

regu la t ion  s t ra teg ies .  

Why?  

Coming  of f  of  our  l e s son  about  how  a l l  emot ions  are  va l id ,  and

how  we  have  the  power  to  change  our  th ink ing  about  them ,  i t

i s  impor tant  fo r  our  s tudents  to  l ea rn  how  we  can  re - regu la te

our  bra ins  when  we  are  f ee l ing  negat i ve  emot ions  such  as

sadness  and  anger .   I t  i s  power fu l  fo r  k ids  to  l ea rn  about  the

neurohormones  respons ib le  fo r  us  f ee l ing  happy ,  and  that  we

can  do  th ings  that  he lp  to  re lease  those  neurohormones ,

there fo re  regu la t ing  our  bra ins .  

I t  i s  a  cruc ia l  t ime  fo r  s tudents  to  be  prepared  fo r  the

neuro log ica l  changes  that  wi l l  happen  as  ado lescents ,  and  that

the i r  bra ins  wi l l  go  through  a  process  of  get t ing  r id  of  ha l f  of

the i r  neura l  connect ions !   The  more  that  we  can  normal i ze  the

ado lescent  years  and  prepare  s tudents  fo r  the  di f fe rent

emot ions ,  the  bet te r  equ ipped  they  wi l l  be  to  f ace  those  tough

t rans i t ion  years  ahead .  

Mater ia l s :  

-Cardstock  fo r  bookmarks  

-Magaz ines  ( t r y  to  choose  magaz ines  with

p ic tures  and  words  that  would  be  used  fo r

"St ress  Regulat ion  St ra teg ies " -  i f  magaz ines  are

not  ava i lab le ,  newspapers  or  onl ine

p ic tures /words  can  work  as  wel l )  

-Sc i s sors  

- " Ins ide  Out "  Mind  Workers  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?

v=E9NMUGhJ7FE  

Key  Terms :  

-Neurohormones

(Seroton in  and

Dopamine )  

-Fronta l  Lobe  

-Prun ing  

-Bra in  Regulat ion

St ra teg ies  
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

Q & A Search: 

Imbed a small brain interval by taping discussion question cards on the bottom of a few

students’ chairs. After the video, ask students to search for the hidden cards. Students

can choose to share the question out loud or pass to a friend. This brain interval offers

novelty, movement, and choice for the students to better engage in the discussion

questions.

Part1: Hook

Bring insomething that ismeaningful to

you that representsyourchildhood/being

a kid.  (This could bea blanket, a stuffed

animal, and toy, etc.)  Passthisaroundthe

roomand ask students tonoticeand

wonderwhy you brought this in.  

Explain tostudents that this item

representsbeing a kid toyou. Thenask

students todraworwrite somethings

that represent being a kid tothem (this

could beplaying outside withfriends,

havinga toy, etc. ) 

Part2: Discussionand VIdeo 

a. Havestudentsgather ina circle.  Play

the "Inside Out Mind Workers video.

Encourage students toreact and share

their thoughtsonwhatthisvideo might

mean.  

b. Use ananchorchart todiscuss with

students thatatsomepoint withinthe

next fewyears that their go

through something called "pruning"

(seeTeacher Cheat Sheet).  

Thismeans thatour brainswill start to

get rid ofconnections that theydon't

needany moreand start to "leave"

childhood. Whenthishappens, they

might experiencedifferent emotions

because of the neurohormones released.

c. Guiding Questions: 

Have students get intopairs (or groupsof three) to

answer the following discussionquestions together.  

Write discussionquestions on the board for whole class

ORpass out handoutswithdiscussionquestions  

-What are the mindworkers doing with the vacuum?  

-The femalemindworker says, “When Riley doesn’t care

about a memory it fades”. Why would our brain allow

for this fading/pruning tooccur?

-Canyou think of something that you loved as a young

child that you no longer remember all the details? (I.e. A

favorite toy, a talent,  or a phone number?)

-WhydoesRiley get angry while video chattingher

friend? How could her emotionshave changed so

quickly?

-Canyou think of a momentwhenyou felt a negative

emotion and did not understandwhy you felt that

way?

d. Comeback together as a whole group. Explain to

students that this video seemeda bit scary and

disheartening, but that there is goodnews for our

brain! Brain regulation strategies are available for us to

use at any timeweare feeling dysregulated (or that our

mind is being "vacuumed"). Use ananchor chart to

brainstormdifferent ways thatwecan helpourselves

cope.  See brain regulation strategies list attached for

examples. 

e. Students return to their seats and pass out cardstock

for bookmarks. Havemagazines, papers, pens, and

other art materials to allow students to create their

own "BrainRegulationStrategiesBookmark" with their

own personal regulation strategies touse when they

feel overwhelmed. 

Part3: ExitTicket

Havestudentschooseone brain regulationstrategythat theycan use in

the classroom/school if theyare feeling overwhelmed and write itdownon

a notecardtohandtothe teacher. 

brainswill

"
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Brain Regulation Strategies (Examples)
Use a fidget

Listen to music

Breathing exercises

Run

Yoga

Go for a walk

Go for a bike ride

Read a book

Doodle

Journal

Count slowly forward or

backward

Drink water

Wrap up in a blanket

Hum or sing

Diffuse essential oils

Draw/paint

Do a craft

Talk to someone

Color in a coloring book

Take a shower or bath

Ask for a break

Push against a wall

Ask for a hug from

someone you trust

Play with an animal

ROYGBIV I Spy: Look for

each color  of the

rainbow around the

room

Write in your planner

Paint your nails

Look at the sky

Clean/organize something

Knit or sew

Meditate

Bake or cook

Rip paper into tiny pieces

Hug a pillow or stuffed

animal

Dance

Do something that you

have been procrastinating

Create something new

Go to a friend's house

Watch a movie or TV show

that makes you laugh

Make a playlist of your

favorite songs

Do something nice for

someone else

Rearrange your room

Write yourself a positive

letter

Do a puzzle

Ask your friends to play a

game

Write a poem

Do a wordsearch or

crossword puzzle

Listen to a podcast or book

on tape
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Leaving the 
Adolescent Brain

Lesson  4  

Secondary  

Time  30 -45  mins  (with  optional

extension  to  multiple  days )

Objectives: 

1. Students will be able to create a tailored list

of applicable stress regulation strategies. 

2. Students will be able to create and present

an argument with research-based claims and

transition words. 

Why?

Coming off of our lesson about how all emotions are valid, and how we have the

power to change our thinking about them, it is important for our students to learn

how we can re-regulate our brains whenwe are feeling negative emotions such as

sadness and anger. It is powerful for kids to learn about the neurohormones

responsible for us feeling happy, and that we can do things that help to release those
neurohormones, therefore regulating our brains. 

This lesson is particular important for this age group, asmany are experiencing
pruning and the changes in their brains/bodies. The more that we can normalize these

adolescent years and prepare themwith healthy brain habits and regulation
strategies, the better equipped theywill be during these transition years.

Materials:
Inside Out Bing Bong: Leaving the Adolescent Brain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXj61BXEy2M 
 
Teen Brain Anatomy    
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/teenbrain/
work/anatomy.html 
 
Interviewwith Jay Giedd  
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/teenbrain/
interviews/giedd.html 
 
Teen Brain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGdlpaWi3rc 
 
The Teenage Brain Explained  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiduiTq1ei8 
 
WebQuest Links:
Sleep:  
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/teenbrain/from/
 
More electives/extracurricular activities:  
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/teenbrain/work/
 
Better nutrition in schools 
https://health.usnews.com/health-news/health-
wellness/articles/2016-01-05/teens-your-brain-needs-real-food 

Key  Terms :  

-Neurohormones

(Serotonin  and

Dopamine) 

-Frontal  Lobe  

-Brain  Regulation

Strategies  
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

Pairing students- Place numbered post it notes underneath each chair before class. Make

sure to have two of each number for student to know their partner. Set a timer for 30

seconds for students to find his or her partner in the room. This method is very novel

promoting engagement and curiosity. Students will also activate the RAS (reticular

activating system) giving a healthy dose of energy and alertness for the activity. 

Project presenting- Have the students present to a different audience that connects with

them! Another class, a principal, etc. Giving students the platform to speak their mind

connects them to their learning deeper, as well as forms connections with those they

present to! 

Part1: Hook

a. Playvideo: "Inside Out"BingBong

BingBongSignifies Leaving the AdolescentBrain  

-Post these questions aroundthe roomand give

students90seconds ateachstation witha partner

toanswerthe following questions: 

-What orwho was yourBingBong?  

-Could itbeanobject (like a blanket orteddy bear)

orsomething abstract?  

-What doesBingBongsymbolize?

-Whyis it important for Riley to let goofBing -

Bong?  

-Whydid BingBongjumpoff the wagon?

-What makes it sosad for the audience (especially

parents and adults) aswewatch thispart?  

-Do wereallyever loseBingBong? Explain. 

-Do you havea corememoryofanexperience

fromyour imagination?What is it like?  

Part2: Overview

a. After the studentshavewatched the video and

answeredthe questions aroundthe room, explain

tothemthe process ofpruning (seeTeacher Cheat

Sheet).  Engage ina discussionabout the fact that

their brainsare going through a lot ofchanges,

and sotheymight beexperiencingorcometo

experiencemanydifferent emotions.  Discuss how

it is important for usall toalwaysbeutilizing brain

regulationstrategies (seeattachedexamples for

reference). 

b. Instructstudents that theywill bepartaking ina

WebQuestactivity thatwill helpthemtogather

information and researchabout healthy brain

habitsand regulationstrategies.  Havestudents

get intopairs/group of three (seeBonus Brain-

Aligned Strategies for pairing).

c. Students (in their pairs/groups) will researchthe

following topics through the WebQuest links: School

Start-Uptimes, ImportanceofSleep, Nutrition, and

the Brain, StressResponseSystem,  

If you are choosingtodothis lesson inone day, please

end withstepd. If you are choosingtostretch this

lesson intoanargumentative project, pleaseskipstep

3 and continuewithstepe  

d. (If you are choosingtodothis lesson inone day)

Towards the end ofclass, havestudent pairs/groups

pickone topic toshare out. 

e. (If you are choosingtocontinuethis lesson intoan

argumentative project) Toward the end ofclass on

Day 1, haveeachstudent group state their

topic/thesis (as their exit ticket) . 

f. Day 2 and beyond (time allottedfor project upto

yourdiscretion):  Havestudents regroup intotheir

pairs/groupsand worktogether toorganizean

argumentative project topresent tothe class ontheir

chosentopic Projectscan bepresented inessay

format, a speech, PowerPoint, video, orother means

toargue their topic. 

Part3: ExitTicket

Studentswill individuallywrite anargumentative

piece highlightingthe evidenceextracted fromeach

source. Studentscan choosetopresent essays tothe

class, another grade level, the administrationor

parents. While studentspresent, classmateswill fill

out a feedbackformwith "twostars and a wish". Stars

represent something learned ordonewell and

wishesrepresentsconstructive feedbackfor

improvement. 

.

.

 

.
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Brain Regulation Strategies (Examples)
Use a fidget

Listen to music

Breathing exercises

Run

Yoga

Go for a walk

Go for a bike ride

Read a book

Doodle

Journal

Count slowly forward or

backward

Drink water

Wrap up in a blanket

Hum or sing

Diffuse essential oils

Draw/paint

Do a craft

Talk to someone

Color in a coloring book

Take a shower or bath

Ask for a break

Push against a wall

Ask for a hug from

someone you trust

Play with an animal

ROYGBIV I Spy: Look for

each color  of the

rainbow around the

room

Write in your planner

Paint your nails

Look at the sky

Clean/organize something

Knit or sew

Meditate

Bake or cook

Rip paper into tiny pieces

Hug a pillow or stuffed

animal

Dance

Do something that you

have been procrastinating

Create something new

Go to a friend's house

Watch a movie or TV show

that makes you laugh

Make a playlist of your

favorite songs

Do something nice for

someone else

Rearrange your room

Write yourself a positive

letter

Do a puzzle

Ask your friends to play a

game

Write a poem

Do a wordsearch or

crossword puzzle

Listen to a podcast or book

on tape
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Contagious Emotions and 
Stress Response System

Lesson  5  

Elementary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ives :  

1 . Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

descr ibe  how  mir ror  neurons  

a f fect  our  mood  and  bra in

s ta te .  

2 .  Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

model  and  educate  others

about  hea l thy  s t ress  response

s t ra teg ies  

Why?  

Mir ro r  neurons  are  a  cruc ia l  par t  to  unders tand  our  in te ract ions

wi th  others ,  which  i s  a  foundat iona l  aspect  of  bui ld ing

c lass room  communi ty .  

Th i s  l e s son  i s  meant  to  bui ld  on  the  prev ious  l e s sons  and  teach

students  another  way  to  recogn ize  how  emot ions  are  impact ing

the i r  l ea rn ing .   The  bra in  regu la t ion  s t ra teg ies  created  in  the

prev ious  l e s son  are  someth ing  that  shou ld  not  be  taught  in

i so la t ion  (as  we  know  the  more  we  ut i l i ze  someth ing ,  the

s t ronger  that  neura l  connect ion  wi l l  be ! ) ,  so  you  wi l l  see  that

they  are  incorporated  in to  th i s  cruc ia l  l e s son .  

Mater ia l s :  

- Ins ide  Out  Fami ly  Dinner  Scene  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=Cjgd iy_SGjA  

-Mirror  Neurons  Part  1  

www .youtube .com /watch ?v=XzMqPYfeA -

s& l i s t=RDQMDzvo_A7NaXY  

-Mirror  Neurons  Part  2  

www .youtube .com /watch ?

v=xmEsGQ3JmKg& index=2& l i s t=RDQMDzvo_A7NaXY  

-Choco la te /candy  (a  choco la te  ch ip ,  Hershey  k i s s ,  etc . )  

Key  Terms :  

Mir ro r  Neurons  

St ress  Response

Sys tem  
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

Act it out (continued): Ask another faculty member or parents to step in andmodel the

effects of mirror neurons to the class. Provide this person with a scenario of sadness or

anger that the students will believe. After the encounter share your emotions with the

class (emotions should match the scenario). Discuss how our mirror neurons were

impacted by another person. 

Part1: Hook

a. Place chocolate/candy ona front table where

studentscan see. You can eitherdemonstrate

yourselforask a student tovolunteer inorder to

slowlyand deliberatelyeat the chocolate/candy

piece. 

b. While you orthe student iseatingthe piece, ask

students todescribewhattheyare seeing/feeling.  

The goal is tohavethe students recognize  

that theycan almost "feel"whatthe volunteer  

eatingthe chocolate/candy piece is feeling, 

soyou may promptstudents ifneeded.  

c. After studentshaverecognizedthat theycan

"feel"whatthe volunteer is feeling, explain mirror
neurons (seeTeacher Cheat Sheet). 

Part2: Discussionand Video 

a. Tell students thatyou are going toplaya

humorousscene fromInsideOut. Ask themtopay

close attention tohow the mom and dad's brain

stateschangebased onRiley's mood, and how this

might beshowing mirrorneurons. 

Play InsideOut FamilyDinnerScene. 

b. Whenthe video iscomplete, ask students: "How

wereRiley's mom and dad feeling at the beginning

ofdinner, versuswhentheyrealizedRiley's attitude

change?" (Students shouldrecognize that the

mom and dad werefeeling happy at the beginning

of the scene but thentheir brains "mirrored"Riley's

moodwhentheyrecognizedthatshe was feeling

negative)  

c. (optional)Act itout! Createa seemingly organic

situation where yourmoodsuddenlychanges to

angry orsad. You could pretend tospill a drink on

yourpapersoryourselfand get angry orsad at the

situation, tell the studentsabout the "horrible"day

you are having (youcould makeupflat tire,

forgetting lunch, etc). 

Ensurethat the situation you create isbenignand

not aimed at the class orany specificstudent, aswell

asnot a trigger for yourstudents). After you dothis,

ask how yourclass is feeling. The goal is tohave

themrecognize thatonceyou changed yourmood

their brain states "mirrored." Tell the students that

eventhoughyourscenariowas madeup, their

brainsmirrored yourmood.  

d. Brain RegulationStrategies!  Discuss with

students that the strategies they learned inLesson

#4 (TheAdolescentBrain)are important to

continuouslymonitor inorder tobeabletoregulate

our brains.  Explain thatbrain regulationstrategies

helpthemwhentheyrecognize that their brainsare

mirroring another person'sattitude.  

e. Havea chalk talkonthe board of thingsstudents

liketodowhentheyare feeling overwhelmed/their

brain regulationstrategies (i.e. breathing, distraction,

reading, doodling, takea break, etc).  Relatethis to
how weare incontrol ofour brains, and ifwecan

sense thatweare mirroring negativeemotionswe

can control whatwedo.  

f. Discuss thatwecan alsodothingstohelpthat

person, suchasvalidation, takea break, givethe

personspace, etc. Break studentsoff intopairs to

practicevalidationstrategies (seeValidation

scenarios and strategiessheet attached). 

 

Part3: ExitTicket

Studentswill write a short paragraph  ordrawa

short scene describinga timewhenheorshe felt

sad orangry fromanother person (this could also

connect toa novel character orhistorical figure). 
Nextstudentswill write anapplicablebrain

regulationtocombatthe negativesituation. 

For extra novelty, these brain strategiescan be

recordedona popsiclestick topull out and match

eachparagraph. You thencan the popsiclesticks in

a jar and refer tothemthroughoutthe year.  

Display these scenarios in the classroom. 
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Validation
Validation is an important part of co-regulating with someone (helping them regulate their emotions).  It is a great way to
build connection and relationship with others.  The basis of validation is making sure that the person knows their feelings

are valid/warranted.  Validation offers no judgment, simply listening to learn.  On this sheet you will find examples of
validating phrases, as well as scenarios to practice using these phrases.  You will also find some examples of invalidating

phrases- these are phrases that involuntarily make the other person feel as though their feelings are unimportant or
unwarranted, and drive disconnection.  

Validating Phrases

"That must be really frustrating."
"I can understand why you feel that way." =
"I can't imagine what this feels like for=
you."
"I think I would feel the same way if I were=
in your shoes."
"I imagine that you are feeling pretty =
frustrated, right?"
"That feels like that is a really big =
challenge right now."
"Of course you're scared to do that, new=
things are scary for everyone!"

Invalidating Phrases

"I think you're overreacting."
"At least _______."
"Don't worry, tomorrow will be better"
"Get over it."
"Look on the bright side..."
"That happened to me, and I got over it."
"This isn't that big of a deal."
"You're tougher than that!"
Stop complaining, you're being so = negative."
"Well maybe that wouldn't have happened if=
you hadn't been doing _________."

Validation Scenarios

1. A friend's family dog ran away.  Your friend is =
extremely upset and talks to you about it.  They

say, "I can't believe she ran away, I am so scared
for her!  I miss her so much, what if something
happens to her?" 
Validating response: "Of course you're scared,
that's such a scary thing! That makes perfect=
sense to me. I'm here for you." 
Invalidating response: "Don't worry about it, =
worrying doesn't change anything!' 

2. Your friend's family had a trip to Kings Island
planned this past weekend, but it got rained out and=
they couldn't go.  Your friend tells you "I'm so mad=
that it rained! I wanted to go to Kings Island and it's=
the only weekend we could go, it's not fair!"
Validating response: "Oh boy I would be upset too!
Those trips don't come up often, and I know how=
excited you were."
Invalidating response: "It's just an amusement park!
At least it wasn't something important!"

3. 

Validating response: 

Invalidating response: 

Your Turn to Try!

4. 

Validating response: 

Invalidating response: 
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Contagious Emotions and 
Stress Response System

Lesson  5  

Secondary  

Time  30 -45  mins

Object ives :  

1 .Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

descr ibe  how  mir ror  neurons  

a f fect  our  mood  and  bra in

s ta te .  

2 .  Students  wi l l  be  ab le  to

model  and  educate  others

about  hea l thy  s t ress  response

s t ra teg ies  

Why?  

Mir ro r  neurons  are  a  cruc ia l  par t  of  us  unders tand ing  our

inte ract ions  with  others ,  which  i s  a  foundat iona l  aspect  of

bu i ld ing  c lass room  communi ty .  

Th i s  l e s son  i s  meant  to  bui ld  on  the  prev ious  l e s sons  and  teach

students  another  way  to  recogn ize  how  emot ions  are

impact ing  the i r  l ea rn ing .   The  bra in  regu la t ion  s t ra teg ies

c reated  in  the  prev ious  l e s son  are  someth ing  that  shou ld  not

be  taught  in  i so la t ion  (as  we  know  the  more  we  ut i l i ze

someth ing ,  the  s t ronger  that  neura l  connect ion  wi l l  be ! ) ,  so

you  wi l l  see  that  they  are  incorporated  in to  th i s  l e s son .  

Mater ia l s :  

Mirror  Neuron  Art ic le  

http : / /s i tn .hms .harvard .edu / f l a sh /2016 /mir ror -neurons -

quar te r -century -new - l i ght -new -cracks /  

Ins ide  Out  Fami ly  Dinner  Scene  

https : / /www .youtube .com /watch ?v=Cjgd iy_SGjA  

Mirror  Neurons  Part  1  

www .youtube .com /watch ?v=XzMqPYfeA -

s& l i s t=RDQMDzvo_A7NaXY  

Mirror  Neurons  Part  2  

www .youtube .com /watch ?

v=xmEsGQ3JmKg& index=2& l i s t=RDQMDzvo_A7NaXY  

Choco la te /candy  (a  choco la te  ch ip ,  Hershey  k i s s ,  etc . )  

Key  Terms :  

Mir ro r  Neurons  

St ress  Response

Sys tem  
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 Instructions 

Bonus Brain-Aligned Strategies: 

Have students make their own notecards, bookmarks, or sheets of paper with brain

regulation strategies! Relate this to a historical figure or character that you are studying

in class and identify a scenario where they were mirroring another person's emotions, as

well as what brain regulation strategy they could have done. 

Part1: Hook

a. Place chocolate/candy ona front table where

studentscan see. You can eitherdemonstrate

yourselforask a student tovolunteer inorder to

slowlyand deliberatelyeat the chocolate/candy

piece. 

b. While you orthe student iseatingthe piece, ask

students todescribewhattheyare seeing/feeling.  

The goal is tohavethe students recognize  

that theycan almost "feel"whatthe volunteer  

eatingthe chocolate/candy piece is feeling, 

soyou may promptstudents ifneeded.  

c. After studentshaverecognizedthat theycan

"feel"whatthe volunteer is feeling, explain mirror

neurons (seeTeacher Cheat Sheet).

Part2: Discussionand Video 

a. Tell students thatyou are going toplaya

humorousscene fromInsideOut. Ask themtopay

close attention tohow the mom and dad's brain

stateschangebased onRiley's mood, and how this

might beshowing mirrorneurons. 

Play InsideOut FamilyDinnerScene. 

b. Whenthe video iscomplete, ask students: "How

wereRiley's mom and dad feeling at the beginning

ofdinner, versuswhentheyrealizedRiley's attitude

change?" (Students shouldrecognize that the

mom and dad werefeeling happy at the beginning

of the scene but thentheir brains "mirrored"Riley's

moodwhentheyrecognizedthatshe was feeling

negative)  

c. (optional)Act itout! Createa seemingly organic

situation where yourmoodsuddenlychanges to

angry orsad. You could pretend tospill a drink on

yourpapersoryourselfand get angry orsad at the

situation, tell the studentsabout the "horrible"day

you are having (youcould makeupflat tire,

forgetting lunch, etc). 

Ensurethat the situation you create isbenignand

not aimed at the class orany specificstudent, aswell

asnot a trigger for yourstudents). After you dothis,

ask how yourclass is feeling. The goal is tohave

themrecognize thatonceyou changed yourmood

their brain states "mirrored." Tell the students that

eventhoughyourscenariowas madeup, their

brainsmirrored yourmood.  

d. Brain RegulationStrategies!  Discuss with

students that the strategies they learned inLesson

#4 (TheAdolescentBrain)are important to

continuouslymonitor inorder tobeabletoregulate

our brains.  Explain thatbrain regulationstrategies

helpthemwhentheyrecognize that their brainsare

mirroring another person'sattitude.  

e. Havea chalk talkonthe board of thingsstudents

liketodowhentheyare feeling overwhelmed/their

brain regulationstrategies (i.e. breathing, distraction,

reading, doodling, takea break, etc).  Relatethis to
how weare incontrol ofour brains, and ifwecan

sense thatweare mirroring negativeemotionswe

can control whatwedo.  

f. Discuss thatwecan alsodothingstohelpthat

person, suchasvalidation, takea break, givethe

personspace, etc. Break studentsoff intopairs to

practicevalidationstrategies (seeValidation

scenarios and strategiessheet attached). 

Part3: ExitTicket

Eachpair shouldwrite downtheir validation

scenarioand the brain regulationstrategythat they

chose for the situation ona notecardtohandinto

the teacher. 

OR

Studentswill write a short paragraph  ordrawa

short scene describinga timewhenheorshe felt

sad orangry fromanother person (this could also

connect toa novel character orhistorical figure). 
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Validation
Validation is an important part of co-regulating with someone (helping them regulate their emotions).  It is a great way to
build connection and relationship with others.  The basis of validation is making sure that the person knows their feelings

are valid/warranted.  Validation offers no judgment, simply listening to learn.  On this sheet you will find examples of
validating phrases, as well as scenarios to practice using these phrases.  You will also find some examples of invalidating

phrases- these are phrases that involuntarily make the other person feel as though their feelings are unimportant or
unwarranted, and drive disconnection.  

Validating Phrases

"That must be really frustrating."
"I can understand why you feel that way." =
"I can't imagine what this feels like for=
you."
"I think I would feel the same way if I were=
in your shoes."
"I imagine that you are feeling pretty =
frustrated, right?"
"That feels like that is a really big =
challenge right now."
"Of course you're scared to do that, new=
things are scary for everyone!"

Invalidating Phrases

"I think you're overreacting."
"At least _______."
"Don't worry, tomorrow will be better"
"Get over it."
"Look on the bright side..."
"That happened to me, and I got over it."
"This isn't that big of a deal."
"You're tougher than that!"
Stop complaining, you're being so = negative."
"Well maybe that wouldn't have happened if=
you hadn't been doing _________."

Validation Scenarios

1. A friend has failed a test, and comes up to =
you.  They say "I studied so hard for this test, I =
cannot believe that I failed! I'm never going to
do well!"
Validating response: "Wow, I would be upset=
too if I put that much effort in!  It makes sense
that you're frustrated."
Invalidating response: "Whatever, I'm sure you'll
do fine on the next one."

2. One of your friends just found out that they=
didn't make it onto the school basketball team.
They say to you, "I can't believe that I didn't=
make the team - this is so stupid!!!"
Validating response: "Man, of course you're=
upset, I know how hard you've been working for =
this!  I'd be really hurt."
Invalidating response: "Just practice more next =
time, I bet that will help!"

3. 

Validating response: 

Invalidating response: 

Your Turn to Try!

4. 

Validating response: 

Invalidating response: 
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